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I. INTBGDaCTION
The Federal Government spends over $150 billion annually
in the direct purchase of property and services from the
private sector. Federal acquisition is accomplished by nore
than 130,000 employees through greater than 20 million
procurement actions a year. Two statutes provide the foun-
dation for the entire framework of Government contracting
and the authority for issuing regulations. The Armed
Services Procurement Act of 1947 applies -^o the procurement
activities of the Department of D^: f ense (DOD) , the National
Aeronautics and Space Adam istrati.on (NASA), and the Coast
Guard. Titles II and III of the Federal ?rop-rty and
Administrative Services Act of 19'-9, as amended (the Federal
Property Act), generally gcv'^irn the purchase activities of
civil agencies. In additicn to the two basic procurement
statutes, over 4,000 other legislative provisions directly
affect or iirpinge upon the acquisition process. The field
of acquisition is also affected by material from a number of
related disciplines. ?lost of the subjects dealing with
acquisition are available in voluminous acts or regulations
or in a multitude of separate and distinct writings, books
and periodicals. Federal and related commercial acquisition
executives do not have a single reference at the present
time to provide them with a brief synopsis on a topic of




The purpose of this thesis is to initiate de velopmrr.-. of
a single reference -hat will provide a synopsis of current
and important topics relevant to federal acquisition. The
term "initiate" must be emphasized in that a synopsis of all
the current amd important topics relatsd to the acquisition
field is beyond the scope of an individual thesis effort.
Rulings by the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
(ASBCA) and the United States Claims Court (USCC) impact the
field of acquisition management on alaost a daily basis as
do changes in commercial business practic^js, government
regulations and the economic environment. As; with any other
reference manual, this thesis will n2?d to be updated and
supplemented on at least an annual cycle in order to retain
its value.
The term "acquisition" shall be used in this thesis in
place of the term "procurement". Procur-^ment is to be
considered synonymous with "contracting" as a subset of the
acquisition functions. "Acquisition" .ti^i^cns -.he acquiring by
contract with appropriated funds of property or services by
and for the use cf the Federal Governasent through purchase,
lease, or barter, whether the property or services are
already in existence or must be creatsd, dev^rloped, demons-
trated, and evaluated. Acquisition includes such related
func-^ions as determination cf the particulsir public need,
solicitation, selection of sources, award of contracts,
contract financing, contract perforaance, and con-^ract
administraticn.
The topics selected for initial inclusion and synopsis
are divided into chapters under the following headings;
Contracting and other general acquisition subjec-s
Legal





Macy cf ths topics that ars includad cculd s-.ar.d alcne
as the sutjact for an in-depth thesis analysis. Hcw^ev^r, an
attempt will be made to ccnd€ns€ all topics to ?. :nr?.xiinu:n of
four pages, nor including tables, lists, graphs or charts.
The purpose of this limit on *he depth of topic covcrags is
to coincide with the average amount of time that an acguLsi-
tion executive is expected to have availaole for a brief
overview on a subject that currently has an impac- on vhat
he is trying to accomplish. The "references" and "biblLcg-
raphy for further study" included at the end cf most topics
are by no means considered to bs exhaustive. Th'^ir purpose
is to provide the "next step" to a sore con cent r ':ited siudy
cf a particular topic beyond the first step of the ^:ync)sis
provided. In all cases the Defense Acquisition Regula:ion
(formerly the Armed Services Procurement P.egulaticr.) and
other uninterpreted laws or regulations ars the most ^ut^icr-
itive reference. However, they are not listed individucilly
for each topic i r; the interest of brevity.
Topics in each chapter are not arranged in 'Ttder of
importance. In fact, because of the nucbrr cf name?; or
subject classifications attached to some of the topics, ':hey
are net even in alphabetical order. Use of this reference
will require scanning the topics under the relevant chapter
heading for location of the topic identified as an indivi-
dual section. A topic that has multiple application in the
acquisition field such as PSRT/CPM, for example, is not
included under the normal heading of Production but is




Fcr the purpose of later updates and suppleniTnt aticn
.
topics, references and prepared synopsized topics should b=
forwarded -^o the Acquisition and Contract ing Kar.ageraent
Academic Associate, Department of Administrative SciencT-s,
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California 939U0.
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II. CONTRACTING AND GENERAL ACfiOISITION SUBJECTS
A. THE DOD ACQUISITION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM/CAPLDCCI
INITIATIVES
"l • Discussion
Deputy Sacretary of D^^fensa Frank C. Carlucci is^'jsd
a in r fflciar. duii on "I.iiprcving -he Acquisi-ion Proc-^^ss" en April
30, 1931. One additional it9m on "Increasing Coap'^tition"
was addrd to the original list of 31 initiatives on July 21,
1981. Since that time, significant changes have be«=n aade
in the planning, programming, and budgeting sysrsm (PP3S)
and the acquisition process. However, much remains *o be
dene to fulfill Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger's
promise "*o demonstrate -o the American taxpayer that we can
and will manage our large, complex, and critically n'='=ded
establishment in a prudent and businesslike manner" [Ref.
1} . The major -heme of the changes is zo achieve enhanced




acq uis ition Improvement Actions
1) Reaffirm acquisition management principles
2) Increase use of Preplanned Produc- Improvement
3) Iirplement multiyear procurement
U) Increase program stability
14

5) Encourags capital investment zo snhancs
productivity
6) Budget to mosz likely costs
7) Use economical production rates
8) Assure appropriate contract type
9) Improve system support and readiness
10) Reduce administrative costs and tim<?
11) Budget for technological risk
12) Provide frcnt-end funding for test hardware
13) Reduce governmental legislation related to
acquisition
14) Reduce number of DOD directives
15) Enhance funding flexibility
16) Provide contractor incentives to improve
reliability and support
17) Decrease DSARC briefing and data requirements
18) Budget for inflation
19) Forecast business base conditions
20) Improve source selection process
21) Develop and use standard operation and supper-
systems
22) Provide more appropriate design-to-cost goals
23) Implement acquisition process decisions
24) Reduce DSAEC milestones
25) Submit JlENs with service POM
15

26) Revise DSABC membership
27) Retain USDRE as the Defense Acquisition Executive
28) Raise dollar thresholds for DSARC review
29) Integrate ESARC and PPBS process
30) Increase PM visibility of support resources
.31) Improve reliability and support
32) Increase competition
3 " Primary Objectives
The 32 acquisition improvement actions are firmly
roofed in eight fundamental management principles. These
principles were stated by Mr. Vincent Puritano, Executive
ft:ssis-:ant to the Deputy Secretary of Defense, in an article
in th«: October 1981 issue of Defense^SI. [Ref. 2: pp. 9-19]
as foT.lows:
We iiust iipprove long-range planning to enhance acquisi-
tici! program stability.
Both OSD and the Services must delegate mors responsi-
bility, authority and accoun-abili-y for programs; in
particular, the Service program manager should have the
responsibility, authority and resources adeauate to
execute efficiently the program for which he is respon-
sible,
Se must examine evolutionary alternatives which use a
low(:r risk approach to technology than solutions at -he
frontier of technology.
We must achieva more economic ra-ces of production.
We must realistically cost, budget, and fully fund in
the Five Year Defense Plan, and Extended Planning Annex,
procurement, logistics and manpower for major acquisi-
tion programs.
Readiness and sus tainabi lity of deployed weapons are
primary objectives and must be considered from the start
of weapon syst=m programs.
16

A stzcnq industrial base is necessary for a strong
defense. " The proper arms-length relationships wi-R
indijs-rv should not be interpreted by DOD or industry as
adversarial.
Defense ir.anagei;-s at all levels should exoand -^heir
effcr-s tc obtain aaxijaum competition lor their ccntrac-
tual requirements.
The publications of DOD Directive 5000.1 [Pef. 3]
and OMS Circular A-109 [Rsf. 4^ were major achievements in
the definition and refinement of the acquisition process.
Of particular note in both of these documents is the strong
emphasis en tailoring the acquisition process to yield the
optimuiD ac-iiisition strategy. In spite of such improve-
ments, how-rer, Mr. Carlucci's view was that in the past too
much emphasis had teen put on studying problems and toe
little on implementing solutions. Thus, five working groups
were chartered not to conduct yet another study of the
acquisition process tut to looic at solutions that had been
proposed i:: the past and determine a course for future
actions. Cut of these study groups' findings and reccmmen-
daticns cairic- the 32 actions designed to:
a. proi^ote decentralization and participative
loar.agement (actions 17, 2U, 26, 27 and 28),
t. iiip~ove the planning and execution of weapon system
f re grams
,
1) improve ability to cope with technical
uncertainties (actions 2, 11, 12 and 15),
2) improve planning (actions 4, 7, 25 and 29) ,
3) improve costing and execution of programs
(actions 6, 8, 18, 19, 20 and 22),
c. strengthen the industrial base that supports the
Department of Defense (actions 3, 5 and 32),
17

d. increase the readinass of weapon systems,
particularly in the early stages of their lives
in the field (actio.is 9, 16, 21, 30 and 31), and
e. reduce the burdensone administrative requirements
that make the acquiisition process more costly and
time-consuming than necessary (actions 10, 13, and
14) .
a . 5€f'= renews
1. Brabson, G. Dana "Department of Defense Acquisition
Improvement Proqram." Concepts, Vol. 4, No. 4, Autumn
1981, p, 54.
2. Puritano, V. "Gettir.g Ourselves Together on Systems
acquisition". Defense \y}. October, 1981.
3. BCD Directive 5000."^, "ilajor Systems Acquisitions",
March 28, 1982.
U. Office cf Federal Procurement Policy. "0M3 Circular
a-109", Washington^ D. C, April 5, 1976.
5- Eiblioqr aphy for Fu ::ther Study
CcncG£;^3. Vol, 5, Mo. 3, Summer 1932, pp. 9-213.
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B. SCCIO-ECONOMIC INFLnENC2S ON ACQUISITION
1 . D i s c us 3 i en
A sccio-econcmic proqraia is designed to promote,
advance or achieve social benefits rhrough economic and
contractual means. While socio-economic programs imposed on
the acquisition process can be -raced back at least -c 1876
(preference for American sources of bunting), the major
impetus for the policies was the depression of the 1930s.
At present, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (CFFP)
lists forty-six current programs, which are summarized at
the end cf this synopsis.
An important general area of conflict between acqui-
sition and most socio-economic programs is competition.
Socio-economic programs act tc limit the ccmpetiticn other-
wise available and, in this sense, conflict with acquisition
cbiectives. Through legislation the nation is depending
upon federal contracts to further its social objectives, and
there is little disagreement about the ends being sought.
However, to determine that the aeans are effective, most
experts agree that a cost-benefit analysis needs tc be
performed on current and future sccio-sconomic programs.
2- Program Impac t/B urd en
Socio-economic programs represent a multitude of
interests and objectives unrelated to acquisition objec-
tives. Therefore, they receive substantial support from
protected or benefitted groups but decidedly less support
from the program, user and procurement groups whose proj=^cts
may be made more difficult, expensive or time consuming.
Administration of the programs, training personnel in
program objectives, requirements and procedures, and imposi-
tion cf support requirements on contractors all ccntribute
19

to --he burdens. Socio-econoaic prcgrams with high psrc-sived
fcurdens have csrtain common cha ract9ristics,
a. Positive action by acquisition personnel is
required tc accomplish the prograii!.
fc. Program actions must be docaiaon- ed to provide
proof of ccmpliance,
c. Program actions must be reported tc government
agencies for statistical consolidation.
d. Performance objectives are established for the
specific program.
s. Acquisition actions require coordination with i
gcvernnient agency other x-han the procui ing
agency.
-• COGP Recommendations
In 1972 the Commission on GovernT;ent Procurement
(COGP) conducted research on how the acquisition process is
employed to accomplish socio-economic goals. ]:t concluded
that the cumulative effect of programs 3lr-»ady imposed on
the procurement process and the addition ot these contemp-
lated could overburden it to the point of -hreatening
breakdown. As a result, the COGP aade three recommendations
which were accepted by both the executive and legislative
tranches of the Federal Government, These w«-re [Ref. 1: pp.
79] :
a. Establish a comprehensive program for legislative
and executive branch reexamination of the full
range of social and economic programs applied to
the procurement process and the administrative
practices followed in their application.
20

t. Raise to $10,000 the minimum contract value a-
which social and economic programs are applic-'i to
the procurement process.
c. Consider means t.o malce the costs of implementing
social and economic goals through the procur-sjient
process more visible.
Since publication of the COGP report, the socio-ecoromic
program recommendations have no- been implemented, excep-c ir.
the cass cf the Miller Ac- (refer to paragraph 5. d.),
^ • Problems /Re commenda tions
A major problem is that there is no commitr'=*= in thr
Congress with jurisdiction ever bot.h procurement and th«?
various socio-economic programs. A po-9ntial solu-icn would
be -co establish a date for a "sunse-" -ype of r-^viev foi
each sccic-economic program, develop meisurable criteric for
evaluating benefits received against costs incurred, pldn -c
modify programs following sunse- review if achievemen-^? ar =
not satisfactory, and consider setting a time limit for the
duration of preferential treatment. Additionally,
Congressional leadership should require that oversight
committers aiialyze the impact of new la^s (and amendjients to
current statutes) on the acquisition/procurement process. A
separate sub-committee (possibly under Government
Operations) should be established in both the Senate and
House of Representatives. This sub-commi-tee woulr. be
tasked with the responsibility of evaluating the effect of
those laws and amendments on other equally important
national objectives being advanced through the use of
federal contracts and grants. Finally, to improve the
effectiveness of implementation of programs that clear the
above hurdles, require that all program management and
acquisition/procurement personnel attend short
21

indoctrination briefings on socio-economic prograais in
effect (including a discussion of zhe history, goals, philo-
sophy, need, and duration of the program).
5- 0I£2 Recognized Soc io-E conomic Pro grams
Program Authority Purpose
a. Socio-economic programs to improve working ccndi-ions
Davis Baccn Act UO use 276a-1 Minimum wages,



























b. Socio- economic programs to favor disadvantaged groups






















































tion base for jewel
bearings
Requires preference to
Indian labor and firms





Promotes women- own ?d
business
Womer. business EO 12138
enterprise
c« Socio-economic programs to favor American companies
Buy American Act 41 use 10a-d Provides preference
for domestic material
Berry Aaendent Annual Appro-
priations Act
Preference for Annual Appro-
































of foreign hand zocls
Rastricts DOD purchase




Use of US flag air
carriers for personnel
Requires purchase of
US producxo for MAP
Prohibits construc-icn
of naval vessels or
major components in
foreign shipyards
Prohibi-3 use of funds
for purchase of stain-
,
less sreel flatware
no- made in the US
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d. Socic-acono mic programs t.o pro-cec-c the 9nvironin'=n- and
quality ct life
Cars of laboratory FL 91-579 Requires human*? treat-
animals ment of animals in
experiments
Humane slaughter 7 asc 1901-6 Purchase mea- only from
of livestock suppliers who conform to
humane standards
Release of product EO 11566 Encourage dissemination
inforiEaticn to of government documents
ccnsuuers of use to consumers
Recycled material PL 94-580 Requires contractor
certification as to use
of recycled materials
Conservation of PL 94-163 Requires consideratior.
energy of conservation in
selecting contractors
Clean air and 42 USC 1857 Certification and
water agreement to comply
with Act
Occupational Safety 29 USC 651-673 Requires contractor
and Health Act compliance with DOL
(OSHA) regulation
Restriction on Annual Appro- Prohibits use of funds
conversion of priations Act to convert heating




Killer Act UO use 279a-d Rsquires performance;













s. Sccic-^rconoinic programs to achi
purposes









Non-use cf foreign Policy
flag vessels engaged













supplies for public use
from some areas
Reduce effects of over-
seas purchases on
adverse BOP
Preference in award to
offerers willing to be







Officials net to 18 OSC 43 - Prohibits raembris of
benefit Congress from benefii-
ting from any gcvern-
mant contract
Gratuities 10 asc 220 7 Right to terminate a
contract if gratuity
was given to governnient
employee to ob-ain i-
Convict labor Act 18 USC 436 Prohibits employmen- of
convict labor on
government contracts
Duty free entry of Policy Farther economic coop-
Canadian supplies eration with Canada
Procurement of PL 92-582 Precludes price comp=-
A & E services tition for A 5 E
services
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C. GCVEHNHEHT/CCMMEBCIAL DIFFERENCES IN C0NT3ACTING
1 • Disc uss icn
Public and private procursment are g«:nerally
similar, particularly with respect to the f undainen uStl soli-
ciration and award processes, but differ ir. man]' areas
primarily because of the scvereign-y of the government and
oversight by the public. Buyers and sellers in the private
sector are expected tc comply with genaral legal and e-hical
restraints concerning ccmpe-itive behavior and prohibitive
actions in restraint cf -trade. Equali-y be-ween the buyer
and seller in private con-cracting generally exists, viith the
exceptions of the influences of comparative size, -economic
strength and technical knowledge. However, the go\'ernment
as a buyer is the rule maker in virtually all circumstances.
The government has the capacity to write contract clauses,
procurement regulations and management procedures in addi-
tion to its size and' economic strength. Futherniore, federal
procurement includes a much higher proportion ?f research,
research and develcfment, and major systems acguii itions.
Significant differences between public and private jirccure-
ment ar i discussed in the following subsections.
2. Authority
The government contracting officer must have
"express authority", delegated via a written warrant, in
order to obligate the government and enter a contract. In
commercial contracts, the Uniform Commercial Code [Ref. 1
and 2] identifies "apparent authority", whereby, via the law
cf agency, a seller acting in good faith may reasonably
assume the commercial contracting officer has authority
comparable with that of similar agents in similar companies
and may hold the buyer's company liaole for their agent's
29

actions. The governirent may not be hald liable anl-^s- -.h ^ir
agent acted under express authoriiiy.
Commercial firms are also subject to in':erpr a^^ticns
of "implied" and "customary" authority. For exaaicle, a
firm's president may be held responsible under a condition
of implied authority for his actions if the company rias
hired him to "run the business" or do everything nece£3=.ry
cr proper and usual in the ordinary course of Dusir.ess.
Additionally, a firm's agent may be held responsible for his
actions (and thereby legally obligate his company) anf^'=r -\
condition of customary authority if most similar agen-.s ir;
similar companies customarily perform equivalent actions.
3- Sccic-Sccnomic Objec tives
Government contracts are often used as instr"j".--^.t?.
for meeting social and economic objectives directed by regu-
lation or statute. Examples include the Small 3usin'?s? Act
(SBA) , -^he Buy American Act, Occupational Safety and H'valtn
Act (CSHA) regulations, and the Full Employm = nt Act ^«"hici
directs buys to Labor Surplus areas.
Though a commercial company may formally cr infor-
mally pursue corporate social r esponsiblilties via
contractual action, that pursuit is not directed by law. To
facilitate tax reporting and substantiation of taxable
deductions, a business firm will usually support social md
economic programs by direct contributions.
'* • Formal A dvertising
Gcvsrnment regulations rigidly define agency action
in procurements via fcrmal advertising as to method of soli-
citation, receipt of proposals, irrevocability of bids,
formal bid openin.g, public display of bid abstracts and
apparent winner and award. Formal advertising must be used
in all cases except where exemption is authorized in
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accorcance wi-h the seventeen crirsria listed in Section
III, Fart 2 of the Defense Acq'iisition Regulations [R=rt. 3] ,
The commercial sector utilizes competitive bidding
frequently but does not constrain itself to these lirnita-
tions.
5 • Governm ent Reserved Con tr act ual Ri ght s
The government reserves several important rights
governing the actions of the contract parties. Clauses that
form the "boilerplate" of the contract are not subject to
waiver by the contracting officer or to negotiation. In
fact, under the "Christian Doctrine", the statutory clauses
in government contracts are binding on the contractor
regardless of whather or not the clausB is actually written
or incorporated by reference in the contract. Examples of
these clauses include the Changes Clause, which gives the
government the unilateral right to direct chang^^s ir. scope
in the contractor's performance; the Disputes Clause, which
allows the contracting officer to maice final determinations
in disputes between parties; and the Terminations Clause,
which gives the government the right, unilaterally, to
terminate the contract for convenience. These rights exist
because of the sovereignty of the government and are not
available to the private sector.
6 • Con t ra ct or Re medies
In commercial transactions contractors may sue for
breach of contract or submit a dispute to arbitration, if
provided for in the contract. An unsuccessful bidder has no
appeal avenue unless there is evidence of fraud.
Contractors have a maze of remedies available to
them in the field of government contracting, due mcstly to
public oversight of government activities. Losers of
formally advertised bids may submit a protest to the General
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Accour.ting Cffics (GAO). Contractors who ar a no": sa-isfied
with a ccntracting offic9r settlement may submit a claim to
the Armed Services Eoard of Contract Appeals (ASECA) or
directly tc the United States Claims Court (DSCC)
.
Additionally, contractors seeking extraordinary rslief due
to essentiality or damage from a government action may
submit a claim under Public Law 85-804 to the Contract
Adjustment Hoard of the applicable service. Even though the
contractor has a number of appeals rcutas available, if the
contract work has not been completed, the contractor has no
right to cease operations.
7- References
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D. PORCHASING PERFOEMANCE HEASOHEMENT
1. Ciscussion
Performance in most araas affecting Government
procurement is quite difficult to express in quantitative
terms. Ihe validiry of standards used must be assessed for
each procurement office independently, because Tihey will
vary wi-h materials, markets and vendors. A general
approach allows performance to be evaluated in the three
dis:ir.c- categories cf management effort., buyer proficiency
and procurement efficiency [.^ef. 1]. Evaluation cf nanage-
men-: effort includes a qualitative assessment of a number of
broad managerial responsibilities, such as the capabilities
of personnel, the soundness of the organization structure,
purchasing clans, policies, procedures and the adequacy cf
reports. The evaluation of buyer proficiency is more guan-
tititive and normally is accomplished by matching actual
resjlts against standards or targets that have been estab-
lis:ied as necessary to achieve agency goals. Control of
procurement efficiency involves an evaluation of wcrkloads,
personnel utilization, operating costs, and processing times
as related to specific volumes of purchasing operations.
Procurement executives should strive to achieve a high
degree of efficiency but not at the expense cf buyer profi-
ciency, in that there is a greater opportunity for cost
savings through "smart" buying.
2 • Obje cti ves
Primary considerations that should be included in




a. The criterion should complement the organization's
gca3.s and objectives.
b. The criterion should provide adequate feedback so
tha-r progress toward accomplishing objectives can
be measured.
c. The criterion should be evaluated zhrough trend
analysis rather than absolute measurement to
reflect the uniqueness of each agency.
d. The criterion should be usad as a control device
and management tool, and not as an enforcement
weapon, in order to preserve its accuracy and -c
provide a higher quality of critical analysis of
the impact of different indicators,





Ar. evaluation of management effort is essen-ially a
managem^n-^. audit of the procurement function and could b?
most accurately accomplished by someone external -o the
purchasing are.i. Purchasing managemen-c and the designated
evaiuator should be concerned with the procurement scope,
organization, personnel, policies, procedures and reports
and records.
The scope of the purchase task is a function of how
important management considers procurement in relation to
the total operation. The location of the procurement staff
in the organizational hierarchy, their participation in the
formulation of policy (ie. inventory levels, reciprocity,
make-cr-buy) and the degree of their involvement in related
activities (ie. participation in setting material standards,
impact on final value analysis decisions) are indicators of
the scope of the procurement function.
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The procursisnt organization must opara-e a-^ a
proper Isvsl of authoritv and responsibility in crdar to
generate concern for minimizing errors and to facilirat? the
development of prida for a job "well done". In this era of
discussion of cantraliza t:.on versus dacent.ralizat ion, it is
important to remeiaber tha": the grouping of operating activi-
ties must consider functional operation, coordination and
control requirements; and adaquata job descriptions should
te available. Additionally, organization planning must be a
continuing evolution in order to meet future needs.
The svaiuaticn c:: purchasing personnel is tied to
their initial qualifica-.ions and the knowledge that is
subsequently attained. "f compensation levels are tec low
or th€ turnover rate is h:.gh for some other reason, then the
degree of expertise is adversely affected. Selection
criteria must be svaluc.ted and job training should be
included in the planning and preparation for advancemen-^ and
replacement of personnel.
The publicaticn c.nd undarstandability of policies
and procedures is the- key factor in their evaluation. The
niechanizaticn rind automation of all areas in procurement
should be considered in order to improve efficiency and
better utilize assets.
An evaluation of records and reports must make a
determination of "too much or too little". When it is
determined that records are adequate and properly main-
tained, their timeliness and meaningfulness to their
intended audience must then be ascertained.
^ • S u_y er Profic ienc y
A number of different performance factors car be
measured to provide a basis for appraising and controlling
buyer proficiency. However, depending on the nature of the
business and the materials purchased, several factors will
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vary in their d-igree cf itacortance to individual ngecc
Timeliness, quantity, cost, quality, sourcas and th€ 1
of satisfaction cf sufported da V'ii^tineQ-cs ara fr^quantly used
measures cf buyer proficiency.
Furchasirg's impact en production, inventory levels,
product quality (agency iaags), and product cost is signifi-
cant in this age of coapl-ixity and soecializa ticn
.
Component and piece-part procur 'inant (increased emphasis on
subconxract ing) is increasingly being performed by many
firms and agencies. As source.? for 3a':t:?rials are declining,
it is incumbent upor the purjnasinj function to establish
good vendor relaticcs and mrestigate potential alterna-
tives. The buying function of iny organization is a service
function and, if the departments being served are net satis-
fied ¥ith purch-^se performance^ then proficiency is l^ss
than ac<£quat€.
5- Pro c ure g ent Eff icie ncy
Internal purcnasmg lepartaent efficiency is a
measure cf the appropriate use of \vailabl- resources.
Maximizing the use of resources^, thojga, may be detrimental
to buyer prcficisncy. For exampl-, increasing the number of
procuiement actions per buyer ;:iay hav- a serious iipact on
the quality cf individual ccn-.racts.
Factors that can be compared to the number of buyers
include the numb€r ci contracts issued, the number of criers
placed, the number of modifications necessary, the aicunt of
dollars obligated and departmental operating costs per
employee. Additional factors that can be monitored are
absenteeism, employee turnover and error rates.
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6 • Specific Gove rnm ent CzLz^^zi^
Some of the specific cri-9iia monitored by gcv9rn-
ment agencies ara the following:
a. Procurement/Purchase Adminisrrative :Lead Time
(PALT) —The elapsed ;:ime frcni the purchase
request receipt to the placeaenT: of ihs order
is a key performance fac-or t.ha- is computed
and compared to similar or ganiza-icn.s.
b. Wcrkload--The number of completions, work in
progress and the backlog are mor.ixor=d as
indicators of service providad.
c. Modifications and changes--The t horo'ighness of the
original buy and the adequacy of the
specifications ar e a factor in the n'lmber of
mcdif icat ions and changes r=quirid.
7 . Refe ren ces
1. Lee, Lamar, Jr. and Dcbler, Donald W. Zli^ZlHsin^ and
Materials Manage men t: Text and Cases, Mc(5raw-Hill 3cok




A. THE TROTH IN NEGOTIATIONS ACT/P. L. 87-653
"I • piscusoicn
Public Law 87-653 (also known as th<=: Truth in
Negotiaticns Act or the H^bsri Act) was enacted in 1962
because Congress feared that contrac-ors w^r r act trina
fully honest on proposed prices during negotiations with the
Government. Lawmakers were concerned that a firm would sign
a contract and then find ways to cut its costs d^id pocket
the savings as, extra profit. Under th^ Truth in
Negotiations Act, the Government is allowed to char^'e defec-
tive pricing in the original contract and raccup or retain
the difference.
The intent of P. L. 87-653 is to gusraritee that
government negotiators come to the bargaining t^^bie with
essentially the sam? information as that possess^-d by the
contractor. This places the government buyer m a fairer
bargaining position with the contractor (who, prior to the
1962 enactment, had superior knowledge of actual cost infor-
mation) . The Truth in Negotiation Act io designed to
provide a contractual, as distinguished from legal, remedy
against contractors who fail to disclose accurate cost and
pricing information on negotiated contracts. Prior to the
passage of this act, the Government's only recourse was a
legal remedy based on fraud.
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2« Public Law Rgguiraments
The Act establishes the requirement th?.t, for
noncompetitive negotiated contracts or admer.dnirr.ts -hereto
which exceed $500,000, contractors must furnish gov eminent
buyers complete, accurate, and current data en appropriata
costs. Additionally, the Act requires the contractors to
certify that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, all
cost data furnished are current, accurate and conipl^t?. For
contracts with a value between J100,000 and $499,999, ccst
data are required if requested from the ccntractcr.
However, they do not have to be certified. Finally, the Act
provides that all applicable contracts aust contain a clajsr
requiring readjustment of the contract price wh-=-never it can
be shewn that the contracting data were noncurrer.t, inaccu-
rate cr incomplete. These same requirements apply tc -::i-T
award of a subcontract at any tier, wh-^re the prime and ^ach
higher tier subcontractor have been required to furnish such
a certificate, if the price of such subcontract is expected
to =xceed $100,000.
The only contracts exempted frou this Act ar= those
where the price negotiated is based on adequate pric~
competition, established catalog cr market prices cf ccrnmer-
cial items sold in substantial quantities to the general
public or prices set by law or regulation or, in exceptional
cases, where the head of the agency determines that the
requirements may be waived and states in writing his reasons
for such determination. An example of a waiver is in the
case of sole source suppliers of critical items (i. e. the
oil industry) where all suppliers have refused to sign the




To achieve the objectives of the Tru-h in
Negotiaticr.s Act the acquisition manager must:
a. Utilize the data submitted by the ccntractcr in
arriving at a fair and reasonable price,
b. Require the contractor to furnish -che required
certification after negotiation,
c. Place the appropriate clauses in the contract, and
d. Document the file to assure -hat the records shew
whether or net the da-a submit-ed were actually
relied on by the acquisi-cion manager in
negotiations ("track-ability") .
The burden of proving price increases caused by
defective cost or pricing data rests with the Government.
If the contractor refuses to agree to an appropriate price
reduction, the Government must establish:
1) That the data submitted by the contractor were
ncncurrent, inaccurate or incomplste,
2) That the data increased the contract price, and
3) The dollar amount of the increase.
Contracting personnsl should kaep extensive logs or diarias
of negotiation sessions, in the event that the negotiations
are later questioned.
For the purpose of evaluating the accuracy,
completeness and currency of cost and pricing data submitted
in accordance with P. L. 87-653, any authorized representa-
tive of the head of the agency who is employed by the
Government has the right to perform the review until the
expiration of three years after final payment. The reviewer
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has the right to sxamins all books, raccids, documents and
ether data cf the prime or subcontractor in relation to the
negotiation, pricing or performance of the con-^ract or
subcontract.
^' Bibliography for Further Study
Lee, Lamar, Jr. and Dobler, Donald M. Purchasing and
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Ecck Company, 1977.
Sherman, Stanley N. Government Procurement Mana gemen t.
Maryland: Wcrdcrafters Publications, 198 1.
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E. CCHTEACTS ADJOSTKENT BOARD/P. L. 85-804
1 . Eiscussicn
Under Public Law 85-804, 50 U. S. Code 1431,
Congr€S'= has authorized extraordinary contrac-^ual adjust-
ajenxs to be made by procuring activi-ies (those authorized
by "-he President to use the act) under limited circums-
tances. The legislation was originally enacted tc
facilitate the interests of national defense by providina
relief tc contractors from certain hardships enccun-^.ered
when contracting with th 3 Government under warrirae amergancy
conditions [Bef. 1]. Contracxcrs may now seek, relief under
the act because cf their essentiality to national defense or
because cf the detrimental effect of a government action.
Normally, for actions of $50,000 or more, an agency
contract, adjustment board (chairman and two to six membars)
considers requests. For actions amounting tc less than
$5;),0C0, authority may be delagated to the heads of
proc;uri:ig activities. Decisions relating to questions of
law may be appealed. For decisions related to questions of
fact, however, the boards ieterminations are final and
conclusive and the contractor has no avanue for appeal [Ref.
2]. Actions taken are raported to Congress annually, are
matters for public record, and are based on facts and sound
judgement. These decisions are administrativa [Ref. 3]
.
2 . Essentiality
For relief to be granted under the essentiality
provision, a contractor's continued performance on a defense
contract or continued operation as a source of supply must
be found tc be essential tc the national defense. What may
be required for a determination of "essentiality" will vary
from situation to situation and is not bound by prior
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deter ffinaticns. Guidance can be obtained through an
analysis of what circumstances have been perceived as giving
rise to a determination of essentiality by approving author-
ities in prior situations.
Where a given source is the only practical way to
meet a defense rec[uirement because of time constrain-^s or
unavailability of ar economical alternative, essentiality
may be found, although other sources may otherwise be avai-
lable (Er.viicnT.enrcLl Syste m s Develooment Cor p. , NCAB (Feb.
14, 197U) 3 ECfi #3) . However, where "a period of inconveni-
ence and possible short-term slippage. .. bu" no long-term
adverse effects w€:re anticipated," no finding of essen-
tiality was found I'A s trone t ics Research , Ilic. , NCAB (Dec.
24, 1S64) 1 ECR #'97). Generally, if the consequences of
not granting reliej: are acceptable to the government, essen-
tiality will not te found (Comme rc ial Engineering and
M^Hilfactarina Co., AFCAB (Feb. 8, 1962) 1 ECR #101). The
desirability of ha\ ing the source available shcild'a future
need arise d:.d not give rise to a finding of essentiality
(Montrose Chemical D i ysi on , ACAB (Dec. 10, 1971) 2 ZCR
#149) .
A findr.ng of essentiality may be limited to current
contracts then b€;ing performed (Trad Electronics Ccr_£.
,
AF/NCAB (Feb. 6, 1959) 1 ECR #2) or may be based on the
resource the company represents to meet future needs
<La:^sic, Inc., AFCAB (Nov. 25, 1975) 3 ECR #66) . Finally,
essentiality would net be found where the company does net,
in fact, have the capability which is claimed to be essen-
tial (Charles Paj^ne and Associates, AFCAB (March 1, 196 3) 1
ECR #154)
.
The measure of relief due to essentiality is only
limited by the purpose of the relief. That is, to the
extent a company were found to be essential, relief could be
granted to whatever extent was necessary to retain the
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essential 3curce, so long as the funds were available. The
cause or extant of a company's loss undsr a Govsrr.aent
contrac*: T«oald bs irr-?!?? vant.
3 • Gcyernme nt Action
The exact nature of "Governmem: action" which may
give rise to relief being granted will vary frcm si-uation
to sita3ticn and is not bound by prior determinations-
Guidance can be cf^ained through an analysis of what
circums-ances have be^n perceived as giving rise to relief
by approving authorities in prior situations.
While an attempt may be made to characterize the
Government action as either contractual or sovereign, this
may be difficult and, then, the characteriza-^ion may not
even be determinative (Chec k's Maintenance S erv ice Conmany ,
Inc., ikCAB (March 19, 196 2) 2 ECR #80). However, it is
recognized that the Government may take action in the market
place, which action has an effect on a particular ccntractor
and yet is not the typ^ of Government action which will
support G granting of relief (Cochran jester n Ccr£. , ACAfl
(ilay 3, 1977) 3 ECR #92). Further, the Government action
must be the cause cf a loss by the contractor.
Generally, the contractor must have been placed in
the position of suffering an unavoidable loss due to action
taken by -f-he Government after contract award and in its role
as the other contracting party. Losses which are "essen-
tially the result of business risks voluntarily undertaken"
will not support relief under this provision (Coastal S tates
mrcleum Co., NCAB (Jan. 7, 1972) 2 ECR #153).
Relief granted because of "Government action" is
limited to actual loss under the contract and does not
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17. FINANCE, ECONOMICS AND ACCOUNTING
A. FINANCIAL CAPABILITY OF POTENTIAL SOURCES
''
• piscussicn
One of tha go = ls cf acquisition n-anacfemen- is
material delivery in a limely nianner. The finn's c:apability
cf being responsive is pamiaily a function cf adeguats
financing cr the ability -o acquire fina::cing. A pre-award
survey cr independent financial analysis is necessary in
crder to estimate the strength of the fiim -hroighout the
con-rac- period, to verify witn creditors their willingness
to provide additional funding if necessary^ an-i/or The neces-
sity for *he government -o provide wording c^piral.
2- Evalua-jon
1
A review of a company's financial 00Sj.z2.cn may show
that a ccntractor has ample financial sr.rength or show such
an extreme weakness that the company should no-^ be consid-
ered for an award. To estimate -he financial capability of
a firm, procurement personnel can make use of past relation-
ships and selected ratios, tempered by -heir best judgement
of changes in fu-.ure conditions. Some quantitative figures











Quick cr acid-test ratio
Accoun-s receivable/payable -a mover
Inven-ccry turnover
Some qualitative items that should h^ consid=r3d for r'-v'_ew
are:
v-'Credit ratings
^ctes -0 financial s-.atements
Market share
"Capital asse- stability (Isase e xpird-.ions, ags, etc:.)
3. il^zAifHJ Surveys
Mcs-c of the information above can be gather Bd d-ir:_ng
the pre-auard survey (DD Form 1524-3 of the survey package
is pertinent to financial capability). The factor:^ •^.? be
considered in ascertaining whether a firm is r93por.si-'e/
responsible are:
a- adequate financing,
b. ability to meet delivery and specifications,
c. satisfactory record of performance,
d. satisfactory record of integrity,
€. necessary organization, and
f- necessary facilities and squipment.
U7

The typ9 cf evaluation required to de-:ertn:.n=
supplier capability varies with the nature, complsxi-^1- ,- end
dollar value of the purchase to be made. For mere ccsplex,
high-dcllar-value purchases the factors to be appraised are
the adequacy of equipment, production conirol, quality
control and cost control; the competence of technical and
managerial staffs; the morale of personnel in general; the
quantity of backordsrs; the willingness cf the plant to
handle the buyer's crders and work cooperatively with his
organization; and the quality of the key materials manage-
meat activities. Investigation of financial statements and
credit ratings can reveal whether a vendor is clearly ir.ca-
pable cf performing satisfactorily. Financial stability is
essential for suppliers to assure continuity of supply an:
reliability cf product quality. Financially strorio -'ims
are usually, although not always, managerially strong also.
^ • Working Capital
Ccntractors are responsible for financing their
working capital needs during performance of the contract tut
seek to reduce capital needs thrcugn payments. As part of
its effort to encourage competition and to provide the
broadest possible competitive basis for its procurement, the
government has adopted a pclicy of providing financial
assistance in connection with its contracts. The basic
objective is to support procurement and production and to
foster small business by providing necessary funds to enable
contractors to perfcrm. Government financing should be
provided only to the extent that it is reasonably required
for prompt and efficient performance. Furthermore, it is
not ordinarily authorized for purposes other than the
working capital needs of the contractor. It normally is





A contractor's ability to secure working capital
from financial institutions without government aid is
enhanced by the Assignment of Claims Act of 1940. This
statute enables government contractors to assign their
claims fcr payment under federal contracts to banks, trust
companiis cr other financial institutions. Government
payments are made directly to the lender, thereby increasing
assurance cf loan repayment.
5 • Gcvernment Fi nancin q
There are fcur methods by which the government
provides contractors with working capital. Listed in thrir
order cf preference fcy the government, they are: custcmary
progress payments, guaranteed loans when authorized, unusual
progress payments, and advance payments.
The preferred method, customary progress payments,
is normally authorized when lead time from contract award to
first delivery is six months or more (fcur months for small
business). For large commercial firms the payment may equal
85% cf the total costs incurred or 90^ of the cost cf labor
and materials (90% and 95%, respectively, for small busi-
nesses) but may be a smaller percentage at the discretion of
the agency.
Although not used extensively in peacetime, contrac-
tors involved in the national defense may be authorized to
use a guaranteed loan. Onder the guaranteed loan procedure,
a financing institution lends the needed funds directly to
the contractor only after the loan is guaranteed by the
government. The lean is guaranteed through the Federal
Reserve Board on the authorization of the procuring activity
and a fee is charged for this service.
Next in order of preference, a contractor iray be
authorized to us= unusual (or flexible) progress payments.
When this is done, the government allows either a payment in
U9

excess of the percentage limitaxions (sta-ed above) for
custcmary progress payments or a shorter lead time than
reguired for customary progress payments or both.
The least preferred method of government financing
is the advance payment plan. This method of financing
differs from the other techniques in that funds are paid
into a special bank account in advance of performance. The
contractor pays contract accounts by drawing checks on the
i-pecial bank account. The primary uses of advance payments
are for financing research or research and development
crontracts with nonprofit educational institutions and for
the managenent and operation of government -owned plants.
6 • 2ib lio^r oQh i for Fu rt her St u d
y
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E. WEIGHTED GUIDELINES FOR PROFIT
1. Discussion
Tc achieve ccnsisteccy in rewarding ccn-trac-*: crs , via
profit, for their effort, risks, mvesTiment and or her
special factors in performing government contracts, a se- of
standards was necessary. The uniform, sysTemazic approach
entitled "w-:ightad guidelines" is generally required for DOD
nego-iatcrs when cost analysis is used in arriving ar a
negotia-ed aigreement on contract price. Weighted guidelines
are a oiethod of esra fclis hing profit objec-ives which prciiss
higher or Icwer rewards, depending en t-he difficulty of the
conzLhcz tai:k, the skills assigned to perforin -^.he task, the
cost risks cissumed, facilities used and other factors in the
absence of :;dequate competition. In addition to being used
for n€w contractual agreements, weighted guidelines can be
used in sii.uaticns where the establishment of the profit
objective has a retroactive effect, such as in the conver-
sion of cL letter contract, in retroactive price
redet eri'iination and in the negotiation of some chang'^
orders.
When using the weighted guidelines method, it must
be remember?=d that it is a technique for analysis, evalua-
tion and establishment of a profit objective. Therefor?, it
is used as a tool for negotiation but is not an object of
negotiation itself. The contractor's proposal should
include cost information for evaluation and a total profit
figure. Contractors should not be required tc submi-^. the
details of their profit objectives, but they should not be
prohibited from doing so if they desire. If the difference
between the contractor's profit objective and the
contracting officer's profit objective is relatively small,
no discussion of individual factors may be necessary. If
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the n«gc-^iaring parties' objectives are relatively far
apart, a disclosure of weightings and rationale ty both
parties n-ay be made- concerning the toxal assigned to
contractor effort, ccintractcr risk, facilities investment,
and special factors. By a mutual understanding of the logic
of the respective positions, an orderly progression to final
agreement should result.
2 . Purpose
To maintain a strong defense effort in a free enter-
prise eccncmy, the best business capabilities must be
attracted to defense work. Since profit is generally the
primary motivating force of business firms, the challenge
facing the Depart.ment of Defense is to utilize the profit
motive to stimulate efficient and economical contractor
performance, F;t each contract in which profit is negoti-
ated as a separate element of price, the goal should be a
contractual arrangement that provides high tewards for
exceptional performance. Profit policy is an integral part
of oricing policy, and the profit policy is implemented by
the use of weighted guidelines.
When cost analysis is performed, profit considera-
tion should be in accordance with the objectives set forth
below [Ref. 1] . The Government should establish a profit
objective for contract negotiations, which will
a. motivate contractors to undertake more difficult
work requiring higher skills and reward those who
do so
;
b. allow the contractors an opportunity to earn
profits commensurate with the extent of the cost
risk they are willing to assume;
c. motivate contractors to provide their own
facilities and financing and to establish their
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comp-stancs through d^velopmam: work undartakan at
thsir cwn risk and reward those who do so; and
d, reward contractors for productivity increases.
The weighted guidelines method for establishing
profit ob^'ectives is designed zo provide reasonably precise
guidance in accomplishing the above principles. This
method, properly applied, will -ailor profits to the
circums-ances of each con-raot in such a. way -hat long-range
cost-reduction objectives will be fostered and a range of
profits coaimensurat = with varying circumstances will be
achieved for all contractors.
3 • Exceptions
Dndsr the following circumstances, other methods for
establishing profit objectives may be used:
a. Architect-engineering contracts;
h. Management contracts for operation and/or
maintenance Ol Government facilities;
c. Ccnstructicn contr?icts;
d. Contracts primarily requiring delivery of material
supplied by subcontractors;
€. Termination settlements;
f. Ccst- plus-award-fee contracts;
g. Ccntra'Cts not expected to exceed $500,000; and
h. Unusual pricing situations where the weighted
guidelines method has been determined to be
unsuitable. Such exceptions shall be justified in




If the conxracting officer makes a written determi-
nation that the pricing situation meets any of -he
circumstances set forth above and tha-^ application of the
weighted guidelines will result in an inequitable profit
objective, other methods for establishing the profit objec-
tive may be used. These methods shall be supported in a
manner similar to that used in the weighted guidelines (i.
e. , by a profit factor breakdown and documentation of profit
objectives). However, investment or other factors that
would not be applicable to the con-^.ract shall be excluded
from the profit objective determination. It is intended
that the methods will result in profit objecrives for nonca-
pital intensive contracts that are b^low those generally
developed for capital intensive contracts [R = f. 1].
^- WS^^lil Ranges
The current weight ranges (p'i:rcen:ages) for the
factors to be considered in cases for waich profit is -o be
specifically negotiated are included i:i the De fens e
Acguisition Circular #76-23 of 26 February 1980 and listed












Direct labor 9-15 9-15 N/A
Manufacturing













Grange cf -5 -o +5%
**some percentage of cos~ reduc-ion
5 . Reporting
A "Report of Individual Con-racr Profit Plan" (DD
Form 1499) must be prepared by the contracting office for
each negotiation of a contractual agreement involving a
separate cost and profit that together total $500,000 or
more. The form and associated contract files are to be











to individual service activities in accordancs wir.h th~
pgftngg Acquisition Circular #76-23 C^^. I)-
6- B€f erences
''• Defense Acquisition Cir cular. Number 76-23, 26 February
1980.
7- Eiblioqraphy for Further Study
Air Force Institute of Technology. Con tract
Administration. Vol. ^, Chapter 4, 1980.
Pjf^ns^ Acquisition Cir cula r. Number 76-23, 26 Febraary
1980.
Defense Acquisit ion Reg u lati ons. 1 July 1976, paragraph
3-808.2-6.
Government Contracts Reporter. Ariied S ei vices
Procurement Reg ulati on Manual for Contract Prici^.g^
Illinois: Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1975.
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C. CAS 403/ALLOCATION OF HOME OFFICE EXPENSES TO SEGiiENTlS
1 . Cisc uss ion
The purpose cf this Cost: Account.inc Standard is tc
establish criteria fcr the allocation of th'= expanses cf a
home office to the segments (business units) under its
control. Allocation from segments and reallocaticn cf a
segment's share of heme office expenses to contracts and
other final cost objectives is covered by CAS U 1 0/Allocat ion
of Business Unit General and Administrative Expense to Final
Cost Objectives.
Cost Accounting Standard 403 establishes a hierarchy
cf allocation techniques based on the beneficial or c":sal
relationship between home office expenses a-.d -h-^- receiving
segments. These relationships are divided into three cate-
gories as presented in the following three subsections [PvSf.
11-
2- direct Expenses
Expenses incurred for specific segments should b*=
allocated directly to those segments -o the maximum ex-^snt
practical.
3« Indirect Expe nse s with Objective Allocat ion E ases
Expenses incurred for various segments and whose
relationship to those segments can be measured on seme
objective basis should be grouped in logical and horr.ogenecus
expense pools and allocated on the most objective basis
available. Four identified categories of these expenses are
centralized service functions, staff management of certain
specific activities of segments, line management of parti-
cular segments or groups of segments and central paymen-^s or
accruals. The Standard sets forth a hierarchy of allocation
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techniques and suggests several -cypes of allocaticn bases
for this second category of home office expenses. Ths
methods or techniques suggested support the thrus- of the
Standard, which requires that home office expenses shall be
allocated on the basis of the beneficial or causal relation-
ship between supporting and receiving activities. The
hierarchy of allocation techniques can be summarized as
follows:
a. A measure cf the activity of the crganiza-icn
performing the function. Supporting functions
are usually labor -oriented, machine-oriented,
cr space-oriented.
b. A measure cf the output of the supporting
function, in terms of the units of end product
produced.
c. A measure cf the activity of the segment-
receiving the service.
'*• Besidual Expenses
Residual expenses are these which are incurred to
manage the organization as a whole and have no identifiable
relationship to any specific segment or segments. The
aggregate of such expenses must be allocated to segments
either (1) en the basis of a three-factor fcrmula cr (2) en
any basis representative of the total activity of th-
segraents. The three-factor formula is required when total
residual expenses exceed stated proportions of the aggregate
operating revenues of all segments for the previous fiscal
year, as follows:
3.353? of the first $100 million
0,95^ cf the nex-^ $200 million
0-30^ of the next 22.7 billion
0.20*5? of all amounts over S3 billion
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5- Ih£fS f a ct o r Formul a
The three factor formula is considered to result in
appropriate allocations of rh? residual expenses cf ticrae
offices [Bef. 2]. It takes into account three broad areas
of raanageicenx concern: the employees of the organizaricn,
the business volume, and the capital invested in the organi-
zation. The percentage cf the residual expenses re b9
allocated to any segment pursuant -o •rhe three factor
formula is the arithmetical avsraga of the following three
percentages for the same period:
a. The percentage of the segnent's payroll dciiars to
the total payroll dollars cf all segments.
fc. The percentage of the segment's operating revenue
to the total operating ravenue of all segments.
For this purpose, the operating revenue cf any
segment shall include amounts charged to c-^her
segments aid shall be reduced by amounts charged
by other segments for purchases.
c. The percentage of the average ne-^ bock value c"^
the sum of the segment's tangible capital assets
plus inventories to the total average net book
value of such assets of all segments. Property
held primarily for leasing to others shall be
excluded from the computation. The average net
book value shall be the average of the net bock
value at the beginning of the organization's




6» Scu~c9s cf Ccntrove rsy
Ths prinary contractcr complaint about CAS 403 is
that it is overly rigid with respect to residual experises.
The Seeing Ccmpany appealed to the Armed Services Board of
Contrac: ^.ppeal;3 (ASECA) a contracting officer's decision on
their "h€ad count allocarion method" for state and local
taxes (1977). The appeal was denied on the basis cf a lack
cf causal ci beneficial effect for xhe allocation, as was a
mc-cicn for reconsideration by Boeing. Inxerprer.aticn No. 1
(45 Fea-.rai Register 13721, 3/3/80) clarifies CAS 403 in
rsgard tc state and Iccal income taxes by direc-ing tha- the
fraction allocatad tc segments must be calculated pursuant
to a fcrsT.la pr^jscribed by the sta-e s-atute on ths fraction
of total corporate income subject zo tax. Many c-her
dispu-ces are in process concerning the inapplicability of
the zhrc-e factor fornula in all circumstances.
7. Ejf frrences
1. Aerospace Industries Associa-ion of America, Inc. A
Compendium of Ccst Acc ounting St andards' Impact Uogn
lh3. Procurement Process. Washington, D. C, 1979.
2« Cost Account, in g Standards Guide. Commerce Clearing
H0'.i3€^ Inc. , 1978.
S- Bibliography fcr Further Studv
Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc.
Summary An alysis; Second Evaluation Conference Cost:
Acccun^iinq Standards Board. Washington, D. C, 19 78.
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D. CAS UOO/DEPHfCI&lION 0? TANGIBLE CAPITAL ASSETS
The purpose cf Cosst Accounting Standard U09 is to
provida criteria for assigning costs of tangible capital
assets to ccsx accour.ting periods and for consistent alloca-
tion cf these casts to cost objectives. The standard is
tased on th? ccncepr that dsprecia-ion should be a reason-
able measure of the ?:xpirc.ticn cf service po-an-^iai cf -he
tangible assets sab j<^ct ro depreciation. Standard 40S does
not require the use of any specific method of depreciation.
However, CAS ^09 does tenc. to favor activity and straight-
line niethcds. The method employed for financial accoun-^. inq
must be used anl^-ss that ir ethod does not reasonably reflect
expec^.ed consu ?.p-icri of services or the method is unaccep-
table for Feieril iDccrae tax purposes. The Board in its
prefatory ccmments seated [Eef. 1]: '
It is nc-^ the in'.:'"r.» of the board to introduce uncer-
tainty into contract negctiation and settlement by
enccuraqing challenae cf contractors' deoreciation
methods^ If the P.ethc d selected is also 'used for
external finar.cial reporting and is acceptable for
ir.ccm- tax purc:?siS4 the Beard's expectation is that it
will j:e accepted.
2' iI£:^Jl=:21]li5.n His tor _^
The Cost Accounting Standards Board sought to
achieve a practical degree of uniformity and consistency in
fixed asset depreciation accounting techniques with this
ccst accounting standard. However, CAS 409 was the first
s-^andard not approved unanimously by the Board. Mr. Charles
A. Dana, the Board's one industry representative, dissented




fcsen attributed -co his fundamental disagreement with -his
promulgation. Additionally, the proposed standard was
revised and rsoublished in the Federal Regis-'^r af-er
initial adverse responses to its publication were received.
Even with the promulgation of CAS 409, th= contro-
versy was net ended. A new Cost Accounting Standard dees
not become effective as soon a5 it is promulgated. It may
be rejected by a joint resclat.icn of both houses cf the
Congress wi-.hin sixty days of continuous session aft^r the
date cf promulgation. To date, 'ic such joint re^olu-icn has
ever teen passed. However, co:Qmittees of both the Senate
and the House of Representatives did hold hearings en CAS
409, with a view toward determining whether it might inpose
an unreasonable burden on tl;^, defense industry. V,o actiot
was taken by either house, however; and the Standard did
b-rcome effective as law but only after a long and contr-
oversial process. ^ And the con-*-r Dversy has still not died.
[Ref. 2].
3 • Records to Supper": Service Lives
The service lives of assets (their expected periods
of usefulness) must be suppcrtri by records of past retire-
ment or withdrawal from acti/e use for like assets.
However, past experience may be T.cdified. Factors tha-^. can
be used for modification include both changes in expected
physical usage, such as changes in the quantity and quality
of output, and changes in expected economic conditions, such
as technical or eccnomic obsolescence. If the required
records are not available when the requirements of the stan-
dard must first be followed, the information must be
developed from current and historical fixed asset records
and be available follcwing the second fiscal year after that
date. If special circumstances warrant, a shorter estimated
service life of an asset may be negotiated by the
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contracting parties if a shcrtar litr. can be r ;-ascr.c cly
pradicted. Assets for which ths conmctor has no availacie
data cr prior experience must be assigned a service lifs
bassd on a projection of sxp«=cted asrfuiness; however, that
service life cannot te lass than the assst guideline pGriod
(fflid-rangs) published by the Internal Revenue Service. Use
of any such alternative lives mnsx. c-.as^ as soon as a
ccntractCE can develop service lives supported by its cwn
experianc.= .
The Eoarc recognized that fcr soin^: companies addi-
tional costs would be incurred to implea rn*-, the standard and
the cne-tioie analytical effort. Kow?.v?r, it was tnrir
contention that thes= administrative costs^^ whan reasonably
ODanaged in light of the purpose to oe served, w-re warranted
by the likalihood of tett=r measureaerxt of depreciation ccst
than was previously available.
^» Scurces cf Controv ersy
Industry's initial ccmplaints about CAS 409 centered
around longer write-off periods for aoi-t'3 and tne addi-
tional record k9 9ping requir-^d. It j is argued by industry
that such requirements would result in prjlcnged cost r^cog-
citicn, ignore the economic r=alities of infLation, provide
little incentive fcr coicpanies to co:i tract with th ?
Governaient because of the St.andard'3 iapact, on earnings and
cash flow, and erode the prcductivity of v'^overnmen t contrac-
tors.
Studies to date have shown tnat there has been no
iajoi financial impact associated wita the implementation of
CAS 409 [Ref. 2 and 3] . ^ However, there is no clear indica-
tion of how aach overhead rates have increased because of
possible additional adminis trative costs and what the atten-





Differences i?: -h'5 length or zh-i vri-r-czf p-.-ricds
used for -^.ax and contract costing parposes were rsc^ntly
increased with passage of the Economic Recovory T-.x kct of
1981. The accelerated cost recovery sys-em (ACRS) defin«;S
four categories of capital assets, with cost reccvejry
allowed ever periods of 3, 5, 10, and 15 years much
shorter times than previously allowed. Indas-.ry 'beiiev^js
that dispu-ces in negctia-ions have increased in numb<=i:, and
a-tampts to alter the Cost Accounting S":?.ndards wi^.l
continue to be made [Ref. 3].
5 • References
''• Ccs;t Accounting. Standar ds Guide. Commerc<=i Clearing
House, Inc. , 1 9 78.
2. Kline, Jack. C. and Fremgen, James A. "The Iiripac- of
Cos- Accounting Standard 409 on the Defense Indui--ry".
iJ^^lSml Contract il an a geme;nt Journal. Vol. M, Issue
2, Winter 1982.
3. Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc. A
Compendium of C csi Accounting S- andards' Imoac- H^HlIi
Ih'^ Procurement Process. Washington, D. C. , 1979-
6 • Bibliography for Further Study
Mcsier, Andrew P. "Enhancing Productivity Through
Increased Capital Investment". Concepts, Vol. 5, No.
3, Summer 1982, pp. 197.
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E. CAS UIO/ALLOCATION OF G 5 A TO COST OBJECTIVES
1 • Discussion
Cost icccur.ting Standard 410 (Allocation cf Business
Dnit General and Administrative Expanses -o Final Cost
Objectives) provides criteria for tne ideniif icaiicn and
allocation cf costs certinenz to the overall managenient and
administration of a business unit on a beneficial or causal
relationship. The Cost Accounting S-andards Board's objec-
tives in promalgating -his Standard ware to limi- general
and administrative expenses zo thcsa ralated -c the general
management and administration of the business unit as a
whole and to reguire their allocation by a base that
measures the total activity of the business unit during a
cost accounting period [Ref. 1]. As with the othar cost
accounting standards, the Board also sought -c increase th=-
cbjectivity and comparability of cost data [Ref. 2].
Originally proposed in September 197U, a revised
croposal was issued in September 1975. It included two
alternative methods for transition from a cost cf sales
allocation base to a cost input base. A variation cf one of
the alternatives was ultimately selected for the final
versicn of CAS U10 in April 1976 and included a m'^thcd for
record transition.
Seme of the irajor aspects of CAS 410 are:
a. The general and administrative expense pool must
be allocat'=d to final cost objectives by means of
a cost input base, either on a total cost input,
a value-added cost input, or a single element ccst
inpu- basis (in descending order of prefer==nc=) as
is most appropriate in the circumstances.
b. The practice of maintaining separat«= pools for
selling and marketing expense, independent research
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and development expense <IR&D) , bid and proposal
expense (3SP) and general and administra-iv^
expense may continue or the contractor may combine
them, if they are all properly allocated over the
same base. IR5D and B5P costs are the subject of
Cost Accounting Standard 4 20.
c. Items produced for inventory must be included only
once in the computation of the general and
administrative allocation base for the period in
which -'hey are produced. G & A expenses lay be
allocated to that inventory either in the period
in which it is produced or in the period in which
it is used in final cost objec-ives. This aspect
of the Standard is covered in detail in reference
3..
d. General and administrative expenses are narrowly
defined tc include cnly such expenses for general
management and administration which have nc
directly measurable relationship to particular
cost objectives.
'- • Hii^f£§1 ^^ Admini st rat ive Expense De fini- ion
General and administrative expense is defined as any
management, financial, and o-her expense incurred by or
allocated tc a business unit and which is for the general
management and administration of the business unit as a
whole [Ref . 3] . G 8 A expense does not include these
management expenses that can be more directly allocated by a
base ether than a ccst input base represen-ing the total
activity of a business during a cost accounting period. A
business unit's general and administrative expenses are to
include the following home office expenses allocated to it
in accordance with CAS 403:
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a, C'')."?t3 allocat-^d dir=^c-ly for t.h6 managairar.t of -he
scscific segment.
c. Line management costs allocable to more than one
segment, ar.d
c. Residual expenses.
Home office cen-cralized service functions, staff management
of specific activities of segments, and central accruals,
however, must be allocated to the appropriate cost cbi=c-
tives of the segment en the basis of a beneficial or causal
relationship. Only if no such relationship is identifiable
can these expenses be included in the segment's G & A
expense peel.
3 • Co^'t Input Alloca^i on Bases
CAS 410 prohibits the use of a sales or cost of
sales allccation base for G S A expenses. The Standard
authorizes the use of three cost input bases and the one
selected 'jhould best represent the total activity of a
typical cc£-: accounting period.
a. A total cost input base is generally acceptable as
r-.n appropriate measure of the total activity cf a
business unit. Cost input includes all expenses
vf;iich are not in the G S A expense pool and are no-
parr of a combined pool of G 5 A expenses and othe:
expenses allocated using the same allocation base.
b. Value-added cost input is proper when inclusion of
material and subcontract costs would significantly
distort the relationship of expenses to benefits
received. A value-added base is total cost input
less material and subcontract costs.
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c, A single eiaoi'sn*: cost input; bass, such as direct
lator, IS fccpar whan it r=fl5c-s total activity
l:€tt=?r thao eith^jr of the two previous a^thcds,
^ • Transit i en t c the C ost Input Ba s
j
A business unit using a cost of salas or sales base
prior tc the effactiv^; dcLt<= of the Standard or pricr to
accepting a CAS cov&i^d contract may choose to us^ the tran-
siticr Ti'rthcd set out m Appendix A of the Standard. Ths
transition ai€thod i:^- cptional, however; a business unit may
choose tc proceed with an iainiediate changaovar to the use of
5 cost-input Dase fcr allctcating G <> A to all ccst objec-
tives and seek equitable adjustaents under pre-existing
contracts
.
5- Sour ces cf Gcntrov< i rs^
Industry com plaint.s about CAS 410 Center around the
belief that the StancJarl ii; overly rig:Ld in its auidilines,
does not ccr.sid«5r gf:i:eral'.y accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) in Its r-qui reiaent for use of a ccst input base and
complicates nego-.iat icas. The Defense Contract Audit Agency
(DCAA) and the Ccuicil cf Defense and Space Industry
Associations (COCSIA) nave petitioned the CA3B fcr interpre-
tations in the areas cf government furnished material (GFM)
,
inter-segment transfers, a.nd the use of the value-added and
single- e lenient ccst input bases in order to avoid litiga-
tion. In response tc both organizations, the CASB replied
that the Standard ard further information provided by the
COD CAS Scrking Grcuf paper 78-21 (DOD AG 78-21) were suffi-




1. Aerospace Indasxriss Associaticn of America, Inc. A
Compendium cf Cost Accounting Srand ards' Impact U pon
Ih^ Procurement Process. Washington, D. C, 1979.
2. Anderson, Lane K. and Smith, Howard G. "Understanding
Cost Accounting Standard 410", Na* ional Contract
MB13SJ2I1.1 ^iirnal. Vol. 15, Issue 2, Win-er 1982.




F. CAS U14/IHTEREST COST ON FACILITIES CAPITAL
''
• Discussion
Cost Accounting Standard 414 (Cost of Mcn^y as an
Element of the Cost of Faciliniss Capital) establishes
criteria for the measurement and allocation of the cost of
capital committed to facilities (i. e. , itpputecl in-merest on
the investment in those facilities) as an el'=inent of
contract cost. Until 1976, the Department of. Defense did
not recognize interest as an allowable ccntract cost. CAS
414 provides for the explicit recognition cf -^he cost of
money for facilities capital. The Departmen* of Defense
coordinated changes in profit policy and cos- principles
with promulgation of the Standard and provided for recogni-
tion cf facilities investment in reaching a pr= -negctiat ion
profit objective under the weighted guideline rrethod. Now
contracts negotiated with the use of cost analysis include
consideration in both cost and profit of interest on facili-
ties and major equipment investment. The purpose cf this
consideration is to:
a. Reward contractors for facility investments.
t. Motivate ircreased productivity and reduced costs
through the use of modern manufacturing
technology .
c. Recognize the impact of fluctuating interest
rates
.
d. Provide for consistency and facilitate comparisons
between firms as regards the amount of investment




2 • Req uir e msnt s
The amount of con-ractor investment in facilitiss to
support ccntracx performance and the aciual cost cf mcney to
finance that investment must be determined. The total
facilities capital (both tangible and intangible capital
assets) associated with each indirect cost peel is first
identified, and then an imputed interes- cost for this
amount is allocated to contracts on t.h-= same basis as those
indirect costs.
The actual cost of money for a contractor is hird to
determine. A firm's capital structure usually includes bank
loans, corporate stocks, and corporate bonds. The cost of
money for tne firti for each of these is probably diffsrent
from the C-hers, and different bond issues or loan.s will
likely have different interest rates. Further, the ccst of
stockholders' equity is an imputed intarsst rat~, CAS UV4
adopted the rate determined by the Secretary cf Ti-iasury
pursuant to Public Law 92- (41 as the ccst of money for all
contractors. Th= rate is established semi-annually (Jane 30
and December 31) and published in the Federal R = gis"^e-. I-
aoproximates the interest rate on new commercial loans
maturing in five ysars.
3 • grgcsdur 9s
The contractor is responsible for developing, as a
part cf the cost proposal, an estimate of the Facilities
Capital Ccst of Money for each proposed contract. To do
this, *h€ contractor develops Facilities Capital Cost of
Money Factors through the use of the Cost Accounting
Standards Board-Cost of Money Factors (CASB-CMF) form and
than uses these factors to determine the Facilities Capital
Cost of Money for an individual proposal.
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Ic assist ir th^ application of ofaj=ctiv?L Coziz of
Konay factors to the contracts, tha Govarnment has cGvcicped
ED rcri 1861 (Contract Facilities Capital and Cost of
Monsy). Through use of this £or.Q, the purchasing office can
dat-rruine the applicibl3 Facilitias Capital Cost: of Money
for each turden center and sua tn^m to find iht objective
Facilities Capital Cost of Money for the contract.
Erofit on facilities investment is based upon the
Facilities Capital Emplo y^-i-d on th= contract. In additicr to
deternininq the Cost cf 'ion^y, th- purchasing office must
deteriine the iiuputed value of capital employ^id on the
contract for the purposes cf the profit obj'^ctive. Since
the tctil ccst of lEcn^y is determined by multiplyinc the
iojputed ccst cf noney rate by -he net booic value of assets,
the value cr assets eiplcyed on a contract can b^- aeterjiined
by dividing the contract Cost of Jloney by the saaia icrey
rata. This value fci Contract Ficiliti-s Capi"-al Eaployed
is ent^rid in line 17 of the Sieightsd Guidelines Pr-jfit
Objective fcrm (CD Fcra 1547) and assigned an appropriate
profit weight (currently 16:? to 20'b) , in accordanca »ith the
Weighted Guidelines.
^» Scur ce s cf Cen t rove rsy
Industry complaints about CAS 414 initially centered
around the manner of handling research and develcpoient
expenses, bid and proposal expenses, and interest ccsts for
capital assets under construction. Cost Accounting
Standards 4 17 (Ccst cf Money as an 2leaient of the Ccst of
Capital Assets Under Construction) and 420 (Accounting for
Independent Research and Develcpmsnt Costs and Eil and
Proposal Costs) served to clarify these issues.
Mere recently, m times cf high and rapidly fluctu-
ating interest rates, industry complaints with CAS 414 have
teen concerned with the shortfall between the Treasury
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promulgated interest rats and tha rata that contractors must
pay on their temporary and long-term equipment ani building
borrowings. Late Government progress payments of two tc
four weaks or more cause vendors to have a "substantial"
investment in receivables and inventories in order to
satisfy contract performance requirements. This terapcrary
investment is believed to have a draw-down effect en the
funds available for capital assets.
5- Eiblioqr aphy for Further Study
Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc. A
Comp endiu m of C ost Ac counting St andards' Impact Upon
ih~. Procure ment Process. Washington, D. C, 1979.





A. THE MAKE OR BOY CECISIOH
1. Disc IIS si on
A firm's objective is tc arrive a- zia ka-or-buy d-.ci-
sions whose composite effect [raxisiizes -he u-iiizaticr. of
its productive, managerial, and financial capabilities. The
conxrac-or has the basic r?^sponsibili- y for make-cr-buy
decisiors. Therefore, the con-ractor's reccmmenia-icns
should b€ accepted unless they adversely affect the
Government's interests (i.e. represent the high cost alter-
native) cr are inconsistent with Government policy (i.e.
potential subcontractor has been debarred or suspended).
Governnirntal monetary and fiscal policies ar== ext=rnal
factors that aa y influence make-or-buy decisions.
2 • Contractor Ch anges to the Make-or-Buy Pr o^r a
m
In a going concern, past managerial decisions 3st:ab-
lish the current operating pattern. Within a particular
operational pattern, make-or-buy investigations can origi-
nate in one of several ways. The development of a new
product or the substantial modification of an old one is a
typical situation requiring a make-or-buy investigation.
Dnsatisf act cry supplier performance for parts originally
purchased is a second situation that gives rise to
make-or-buy investigations. Occasionally a firm's value
analysis program uncovers a purchased part whose cost is
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disprcporticnate to its valus. Periods of significant sales
growth ci sales dacline also generate situations xhat
init.iate maka-or-buy analysis. The nendency toward "make"
decisions in order to stabilize production and work force
fluctuation is usually greater in small firms than in larger
ones pa::. 1: pp. 3 1U]. The make-or-buy decision can also
be influ^;nced by the labor relations climate within a firm.
However, any changes to a previously negotiated make-or-buy
program must be approved in writing by the contracting
officer.
3« Cat ego r i^s of Ilake- qr-B ly Decisions
!!ake-or-buy analysis, when view'-3d in a broad sense,
can be grouped in two general categories. The first cate-
gory includes parts for which the using firm curr'rntly
possesse.', the necessary major production potential. With
only a snail capital outlay for tooling and minor equipment,
the firm can make each of these parts. The second category
includes parts which the using firm cannot produce in its
existing operations without a sizable additional investment
in toclii:g and facilities. Any "make" alternative requiring
a significant capital investment becomes a matter of basic
product determination, because it is directly related to
long-range company objectives and financial plans.
^' Considerations Which Favor Making a Part
a. Cost considerations (less expensive to make the
part)
fc. Desire to integrate plant operations
c. Productive use of excess plant capacity to help
absorb fixed costs




€. Design secrecy required
f. Unraliabl^j sources
g. Desire to maintain a stable workforce (in periods
of declin:. ng sales)
5 • Conside rat ions Which Favor Baying a P art
a. Suppliers research and specialized kncw-hcw
b. Cost consi.deratio ns (less expensive -o buy the
part)
c. Sniall volume requirements
d. Limited picduction facilities
e. Desire to maintain a stable workforce (in periods
of rising sales)
f. Desire to maintain a aul-iple-scurce policy
6 • ^^-g''irem=nt s;
As a general guideline, -he niake-cr-buy prcgram
should not Incliide items or work effor-s costing less than
one percen- of the total estimated contract pric^ or
$500,000, whichever is less [Ref. 2: pp. 131] .
Infor-nation with respect to prospective contractors'
make-cr-bny programs is required in negotiated procurements
except:
a. when a proposed contract has a total estimated
value of less than $1 million, unless the
contracting officer specifically determines
that such information is appropriate,
t. in research and development contracts, unless the
contract is for prototypes or hardware and it can
reasonably be anticipated that significant
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follow-on quantities of the product will bs
procured,
c. whan the contracting officer determines that the
price is based on adequate price competition, on
established catalog or market prices of ccmmercial
items sold in substantial quantities to the
general public, or on prices set by law or
regulation, cr
d. whrn the contracting officer determines that the
work is not coraolex.
The prospectiv-r contractor must furnish the
following with the proposed make-or-buy program:
a. a description by which each major item can be
identified
,
b. a recommendation to make or to buy each such item
cr defer the decision,
c. a list of the proposed subcontractors, if known,
including location and size classification,
d. designation of tHe plants or divisions in which the
contractor proposes to make the item, including
whether the facility is in or near a section of
concentrated unemployment or underemployment, and
€. sufficient additional information to permit the
contracting officer to evaluate the proposed
program.
The make-or-buy programs, as approved by the
contracting officer, normally are included only in cost-
reimbursement contracts. Even for cost reimbursement
contracts, there are exceptions:
a. applicable ccst-sharing contracts,
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b. applicable ccst- plu s-incentiv.3-f se (CFIF)
contracts, and
c. incentive contra crs to which zhe price adjustment
provisions are applicable.
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B. PBE-ELANNED PRODDCT IHPHOVEHENT
1 . Discussion
The concept cf Pra-Planned Product Ti3prov<^in = nt (P ^i
)
involves the orderly, time phased introduction cf incre-
mental syst=m capability to accommodate prcj^ct^d changes in
threat or to reduce risk in initial fielding of a system.
The weapons system acquisition strategy that has been in
effect in the United States since the 1950's has be=n to
develop and deploy systems at the frontier 2t technclogy.
This acquisition strategy uses hign-risk -."j-vnnology and
frequently results in a lengthening of the acquisition tim^
and an incr'^ase in total cost. P^i is designs i to shorten
the time required to field new weapon systems by using rela-
tively mature technology initially and planning for
incorporation of advanced technologies after the system is
deployed.
2 . DO D Ac£uis i t icn Imp rove Tie nt Prog ram
One of the initiatives set forth in Deputy Secr'^tary
of Defense Frank C. Carlucci's maracrandim cf ^pril 30, 1981,
to improve the acquisition program addressed the evolu-
tionary acquisition concept of pre-pi^an:: ed product
improvement. The concept will require extensive ^arly plan-
ning, as early as the conceptual phase, wi-^h respect to
technclogy development, design requirements for future
growth of the system, manufacturing, and integrated logistic
support considerations. The planning will also require the
identification of funding requirements to support developing
the technclcgies and system upgrades. The objectives of P^i
are
;
a. Shorten the acquisition and deployment time for a
new system or incremental capability.
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b. Reduce overall acquisition, operating, and sucpcrt
costs
.
c. Extend useful life of equipment.
d. Combat military obsolescence.
e. Reduce technical, cost, and schedule risk,
f. Accomplish orderly growth from initial to inatcr'^-
system reliability.
g. Reduce logistics and support problems entailed
with new material introduction.
3 • Iirplementaticn S tat us
Ideally, the concept of P^i should be appli-'^d -^ c a
new system at program initiation, when it can b'^ a design
mechanism. To accomflish this the architecture of th; basic
system must be sufficiently flexible to accommodate modalsr
changes. P^i should be considered for ongoing systems only
when the systems hav€ a high d=gree of modularity and grcw-:h
potential. Programs which have already utilized th-:- ccncapt
of P^i include:
a. Th? missile tubes for the Tridant submarine. Th
u
tubes were constructed 83 inches in diainet=^r,
although the Trident I missile was only 70 inches
in diameter. This spacing requirement was usad tc
allow for the Trident II missile without major
rstrofit to the submarine.
b. The space, weight, and power requirements for
later incorporation of a pressurization unit on
the nsw Army/Marine Corps Light Armored Vehicle.
The unit will allow the vehicle to operate mor=




^ • 211 Advantages
a. Reduce tachnologi cal risk.
fc. Allow for earlier deploymsnt of supportabl-:
systems.
c. Increase tha opportunity for subsystem competition
if interfaces between primary and critical
subsystems are managed well.
d. Improve field performance/reliability, since
changes ccold be thoroughly tested firs-.
e. Reduce the logistics support burdens caused by
dependence en "cutting-edge" technology.
f. Allow an increase in the effective Dperi-icr.al
life of a weapon system through long-terra
scheduled, programmed and budgeted upgrades.
5 . Potential P£I Disadvantages
a. Increased non-r scurring costs owing to the
continued engineering development of system
upgrades after production of tha basic system.
t. Allowance for space, weight, power, cooling and
other provisions will increase the complexi-y of
configuration control.
c. Increased funding visibility following plan
identification in the PPBS cycle and the FYDP
gives decision-makers the opportunity to trim
the program and use the funds for other purposes.
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C. LEARNING (IHPRO VEMENT) C0R7E
1. Disc us si en
Th-r Isaining curve (also called t hs iicprcvamsnt
curve, cost or time reduction curve, or experience curve)
waJ3 adopted from the known fac- uhat individuals performing
repetitive tasks exhibi-c a rate of improvement due to
increased familiarity with such rasks. A Government commis-
sioned study by the Stanford Research Institu-e [Raf. 1]
confirmed the fact that cumulative direct labor ccst per
unit declines by a constant rate or percentage over succes-
sively doubled quantities of units produced. In ether
words, the number of direct labor hours necessary to prcduce
th^i second or doubled quantity has been shown, en the
av?irage, to be only 70% to 90% of the hours required for th-^
pr€vicus unit.
Material costs can also reflect improvement through
repetitive purchases. The material curve, en the average,
will exhibit a material cost of 90% to 99^ of the material
cost en the previous unit, depending upon the pr'^duct being
purchased.
In acquisition, the learning curve is probably most
useful in across-the-table negotiations as a starting point
for pricing a new item. In addition to providing "buyer's
insurance" against overcharging, the learning curve is also
used effectively by toth government and commercial buyers in
developing (1) target costs for new products, (2)
raake-cr-buy information, (3) delivery schedules, and (4)




The man primarily responsibla for establishing the
learning curve as a cost measurement device in the aircraft
industry is T. P. Wright. His article [Rsf. 3] pioneering
the id«ia (later known as the cumulative average or Northrop
theory) was published in the Journal of Aeronautical
Sciences in February, 1936, under the title "Factors
Affecting the Cost of Airplanes". Wright's findings indi-
cated that, ds the number of aircraft produced in sequence
increased, ihe average direct labor input per aircraft
decreased in a regular and predictable pattern. Both
aircraf- coTipmies and the Government became interested in
the regular and predictable nature of production cost redac-
tion because, among other considerations, the phencirenon
implied that, during a time of mobilization, a fixed appli-
cation of lab(>r and facilities could be expected to produce
greater and g::eater quantities of defense products in each
successive tiiae period.
During the early days of World War II, President
Roosevel-^ suriJrised the nation with the statement that the
United States would produce 50,000 airplanes. Many people
criticiz.= d th-^ President's statement because production in
^he aircraft in3ustiy at that time was insignificant in
comparison with this figure. The President, with the assis-
tance of his planners, knew how to get the plant and the
equipment in operation, and he knew what the nation's
production rate could be. The principal technique used for
making this determination was the learning curve. For
example, by applying the industry average curve, planners
can get the manpower requirements for a given number of
airplanes. Once they establish the manpower requirements
and the units to be produced, they can project the plant
capacity that will be needed, the amount of material that
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:3'J3- 1:= crdcr=d, th? payroll and overhead coszs, and uTany
ether prcducticn expenses. [Rsf . 11 .
The Wrighx curve worked very well as long as -hsr°
was mass prcduction of items with little or no change in
configuration. After World War II, the trend changed to
smaller quantities, drasiic configuration changes, breaks in
producticn, and other changes that caused the Wright curve
projections on a cumulative average slope tc produce ques-
tionatle answers. Industry during the 1950 's was becoming
discouraged with the learning curve concept because it did
not fit the new cir':umstances -hat ths industrial world was
facing. In the latter part of the decade, a unit improve-
ment curve was developed by Boeing and restored confidence
in the curves. In the Wright curve, the cumulative average
cost (or hours) per unit produced declines by a fixed
percentage as -otal quan-ities produced successively double.
For example, with an 80^ learning curve, if the first four
uni-5 produced have a ciraula-ive average cos- of $500 per
unit, the first eight units will have a cumulative average
cost of $400 per unit. In th= Boeing unit curve, it is the
cost of the last unit produced after the total quantity
produced has doubled th it declines by a fixed percentage.
For example, with an 3 0% learning curve, if the specific
unit cost of the fourth init was S500, the unit cost: of the
eighth unit will be $U00
.
The Boeing cur /e projects the unit curve as a
straight line, whereas the Wright curve projects the cumula-
tive average curve as a straight line (A learning "curve"
becomes a straight line when it is plotted on log-log paper.
There is nc anomaly in calling it a curve when it is a
straight line; in mathematical terminology a straight line
is a particular case of a curve, having a curvature of
zero) , For the same learning curve percentage the slope
will be flatter using the Boeing theory resulting in a
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greater cumulative total hour rsjquirement for sutsegu^nt
doublings than would occur und^r the Wright "hecry.
3 . Ccn sidera-ciors in U se
The primary purpose for developing ~.he learning
curve as a pricing tccl is to permit one to predict the cost
of future production. The prediction is based upon the
assumption (not always true) that the future will be like
the pas*. In terms of the learning curve theory, this
assumpticr. nieans that the cos- (hours) of doubled quantities
will continue xo decrease by some constan- percentage. Ihe
learning curve method orovidss a reasonable approach tc
predicting the future if the historical data approximate a
straight-line trend. The farther b.istorical data points lie
from the trend line, the less confidence should be placed in
the prediction. To factor cut seme extraneous items it is
best to use laanhours rathe.i than dollars. The latter
contain additional variables, th€ effects of inflation or
deflation (wage rate changes^, which are absent in the
former. The line cf best fit can th^n be constructed by
what is known as least squares regression analysis.
With actual learning curve data, practically all
slopes will lie between 50% a^^d 100%. Slopes steeper than
50°^ are almost never observed and slopes greater than 1 00°!i
represent disimprovement . For learning curves, the steeper
the slope, the greater the rate of learning and the smaller
the percentage figure by which the slope is represen*ed.
Thus, a 70% slope is steeper than a 7 5% slope.
Many experts now agree that many factors other than
workers' learning affect the rate of improvement. These
include new types cf tooling, improved scrap rates, less
spoilage, more effective plant layout, better methods and
procedures of operating, improved managament and administra-
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'^ • got ent idl A p Flic a- ions
A Defense Contract Audit Agency publicaricn (DCAAP
7641.14) provides information on mora than 440 learning
curve applicaxions, covering a broad spectrum of weapon
systems, subsystems and other items. Additionally, in 1964,
Winfred Hirchmann sxated in 'he H221^2^ Busi ness Review
That, "No matter what producrs you manufacture or what type
cf operation you manage, -here is a good possibili-y you can
profit from the learning curve" [Ref. 4],
The learning curve can be used effectively by both
government and commercial firms in developing targe- costs
for new products. It is an invaluable aid m es-ablishing
an initial suppl ler- buyer basis for r.rriving a- a fair sche-
dule cf prices for futurs orders.
A comparison cf separate learning curves for bo-h a
buyer's firm and his supplier's firm can help the buyer
decide whether tc make or buy a specific parr
^
particularly
when his own plant is operating well bslcw capaci-y.
Projections on the learning curves will -?11 the buyer
whether hs or the supplier will hav9 lc»;er average ccsts for
the number cf units reeded.
Since th^ learning curve can be us =d zo forecast
labor time required, iz is possible .o estimate how many
uni-s a vendor can produce over a specified time with a
given labor force. This information can be sxtremely
helpful to the buyer in scheduling deliveries, in planning
his own firm's production, and in identifying suppliers who
cbvicusly cannot meet desired delivery schedules.
Since the learning curve raflects changing labor
costs, it provides a basis for figuring a supplier's finan-
cial commitment on any given number cf units. This
informa^icn is important, because suppliers cften operate in
the red during the initial part of a production run, until
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laarning can reduce average cosz below the average price.
Buyers can njinimize supplier hardship by using the learning
curve to break down an order into two or loore production
lots each with successively lower average pricis and
then se- up progress payments based on the supplis-r' = ccsts.
5 . Pitfalls t c Avoi d
In using learning curves, buyers must D; alert to
)the fcllcwing prcbleirs [Ref. 2]..
a. Ncnunifora learning rates. If a straight line
cannot be fitted to the historical data
reasonably well, the technique should not be
used.
b. Low-labcr-cont ent items. If most work on a new
item involves machine t:i.ffle, where output tends
to be determined by machine capacity, "-herrt. is
little opportunity for continued learning.
c- Small payoffs. Gathering and plotting data entail
much time and effort. Thus, the learning curv=;
should be used only where thare is an expectati.cn
of a reasorable payoff.
d. Incorrect learning rates. Data are unique to the
firm involved and should not be applied to
another firm.
€• Established items. As most of the learnir.q was
already done en previous work, any additional cost
reduction may well be negligible.
f. Production breaks. No consistently reliable
method exists for predicting the amount of
learning that will be lost as a result of
production breaks. However, if any impact
impact froi a production break exists, the
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greatest impact would be on direct labor
learning (i. e., learning retrogression) and
the least impact would be on methods
improvements developed during -he initial
production run. A return to unit one as -he
starting pcint for a follow-on ordsr or
contract is unreasonable.
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A. MAEKET RESEASCB AND ANALYSIS
1 . Eiscussicn
E€ycnd recognition of an immediats need, requesxing
activities seldotn grasp the economic or technical ramifica-
tions of a given acquisition. The con-ractir.g cffic^i:r,
therefore, is tasked with conducting an applicable search of
the market to develop data that may help the acxivi-y de-er-
mine curren- and future needs and poin- up possible ar=as
where changes need to be made or where more derailed
advanced planning is necessary. This marke- research can
also help -he contracting officer de-ermine the type of
contract to use and how best to serve the cus-omer agency
n<^eds.
2 . The Pur DCS e cf ?1ar ket Resea rc h in the Acguisit ion
Process
Nc request fcr procurement action should be taken at
face value. Tt is the duty of the contracting officer to
help and advise the requester in the fulfillment of its
needs. One of the many tools the contracting officer uses
is market research. Some of the questions the contracting
officer will seek tc answer when conducting the research
will te:




t. Can the reguirement be fulfillsd by
means/methcds/iuat erials other than those actually
called for?
c. What simple/complex manufacxuring processes are
involved and what are the associated lead times?
d. How much should the item cosn?
€. Who are the suppliers best equipped to do the
work ?
f. Are standard prod ucxs/mazerials available zo do
the work?
In response tc a request for procuremen- action, a
carefully conducted market research effort will show whether
or net the given industry can meet the needs of the reque-
stor. If industry cannot meet the requestors' needs,
perhaps because of delivery lead time problems based en the
scope of the work tc be done or technical limitations in
design or performance requirements or a myriad ct ether
reasons, the contracting officer will have zh- ability and
the information at hand to approach thi requesting activity
and suggest possible options for the modification or revi-
sion of the specifications to conform to the industry's
capabilities. Further, the research will yield various
strengths and w?aknssses of the applicable industry (or
firm) . These data may be used to tailor the r=;quirement tc
take full advantage cf cost and performance benefits derived
from a concentration on industry strengths while avoiding
putting tec much emphasis on areas where industry is weak
and, hence, cost inefficient. Much of the time past experi-
ence with the market (that is, having completed relevant
market research in the past) will show the contracting
officer that the immediate requirement can be satisfied by a
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method or item not known to the requ=s-ir.g ac-ivi-y. Ever.
whsn the methods and materials are known, the contracting
officer may be in a position to propose alternative methods
or materials based on his intima-^e knowledge of -he market,
irs pric€ trends and technological developments.
A review of manufacturing processes called for, the
level of skill required and the amount of available capacity
needed will allow the contracting officer to determine the
number of suppliers available, thoss willing and able to
compets, the level cf risk -hey are willing to or should be
asked to assume, the need for discussions based on the level
ci. competence in the industry and the comolexity of the work
involved, and industrys' overall ability to fill the need.
These considerations will allow the contracting officer to
determine which type of contract is b^st suited tc be used
for the particular prccurement.
- • ^1L]S.^ Research Preplann ing
Preplanning is the key to effective market research.
JIaturally there are lany procurements that do not require an
in-dep-:h market research action. Most, however, involve
much mor€ than the delivery of an ena-product. Through
early planning the requestor and the contracting officer can
share each ethers expertise and knowledge. The marke- can
be researched with an eye toward tailoring the procurement
package along the most cost-effective, efficient and benefi-
cial lines industry has to offer. By coupling preplanning
with an effective market research effort, many of the
pitfalls, such as inadequate specifications, compressed
delivery schedules, improper contract type, unsatisfactory
suppliers, and ccst- inefficient terms and conditions, can be
significantly reduced or totally eliminated.
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^ • iSJI I^£i crs in t h^ Use of Mar kst Resear ch
Market research has a number of advan-ages, but it also has
a required precedent in order to be effective.
a. Shows industry's strengths and weaknesses
b. Reduces ri.sk of inadequate specifications or
ccntrac" type
c. Allows ".aking full advantage of industry
capabilities
d. Reduces cost-inef ficency through concentration on
strengths
e. Provid3f3 for flexibility in the fulfillment of
requirements
t. Provide:; historical base on rfhich to build future
rsqaireuents
g. Iicproves accuracy of lead time projections
h. Provides for accurate list of qualified sources
i. Requires sclid preplanning to be effective
5
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B. PERT aUE CPH
1. Ciscussicn
PERT (Program Evaluation and Rsview Tschniqu'S) is
used for managing the time (duration) of projects and was
developed in 1958 by the rj. S. Navy for use on the
Intercontinental Ballistic Missla Program [Ref. 1]. CPil
(Critical Path Method) is used for managing both the time
and ccst of projects and was developed in 1955 by Du Pont
and Remington Rand to .iianage complex plant maintenance prcb-
leras [Ref. 2j . PERT and C?y[ are intended to identity
schedule and ccst slippages early in the project cycle so
that corrective action can be taken in time 'o meet th<^
final time and cost ccjectives.
PERT and CPM augment other management aids. Phasing
charts, milestone charts, management control charts, line of
balance (ICE) networks, Gantt charts and bar charts ara used
principally for presenting tlie status of an overall program.
PERT and CPM point cut potential trouble spots b^fcrr they
actually occur, bu* , more importantly, they are planning
procedures in addition to bsdng control tools. In PERT,
three estimates are used to derive a weighted average of the
expected completion time from a probability distribution of
completion times. Therefore, PERT is considered a probaoil-
istic tool. In CPW, there is only one estimate of duration;
that is, CPM is a deterministic tool. The second differsnce
is that CPM allows an explicit estimate of costs in addition
to time. Thus, while PERT is basically a tool for planning
and control of -^ime, CPM can be used to ccntrol both the
time and the cost of the project. [Ref. 3].
The ideas behind PERT and CPM have wide application
and can b€ used in situations as diverse as managing cffic-'^




FEET and CPJ1 attempt to answer -hs following quesricns;
a. Which activities ars cricical? That is, which
must be ccirpieted en tia-i to !ceap the project
on sch^dul^?
h. Which activities aire noncritical?
c. Hew much flexibility ioes man a g.em en t have in
executing the non critical acivitirs?
d. What is the earliest 2Xu=cted ccnipletion date fcr
the project?
6. What is the best way to handle delays that are
d3tect€d during execution of the project?
In addition, PERT can be used to answer queiiticns such as:
a. What is the chance cf completing a project by a
disired date?
t. fcr how lorg should i [-.rj^j-c: be planned .eo that a
given crobibility ->l cojipletion is attained?
Also, CPM can be used to ans^-^r such questions as:
a. What is th^ least-cost way to expedite the
ccupletion cf a project?
b. What ie the shortes* possible time for a project
to be completed?
^ • lL21II^^ Ee n e fits
In addition to the fact that several government
agencies leg'iire the submission of a PSaT or CPM plan with a




a- Ths use of PERT and CPM forces management to plan
ir. detail and to define wha^ mast be done to
accomplish the projec-'s objectives on -time.
b. Management is forced -o plan and make commitments
regarding execution times and completion dates.
The mexhods also provide for better comnunication
among the various depar-menxs in an organization
and between suppliers and -he government agency.
c- The number of critical activities in a network is
only a small portion of the total activ:.-ies.
Identification of the critical activiti^rs enables
the use of an efficient moni-.oring syst€;m (mainly
r-.C3ri keeping and reports) couc 2ntra*i::g only on
the critical activities.
d. The critical activi':ie3 are also more likely to
become problem areas. Once identified,
contingency plans may be devised.
e. Employing EEHT or CP?5 enables laa nag erne n:. to use
resources irore wisely by examination of the
overall plan. Resources can be trai.sfeired to
bottleneck cr trouble areas from other
activities
.
f. The PERT and CPM methods enable management tc
follow up and correct deviations frcm schedule as
seen as they are detected and, thus, minimize
d e la y s
.
g. PERT and CPM can be easily understood because they
provide a method for visualizing an entire project,
Therefore, management can explain the tools to
supervisors and employees in such a way that the
chances of implementation are improved.
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h. PERT and CEil are easily adapzdble -c cociput^r usa.
Large projects can be piaanad by coinpu-ers in
seconds, and computers ara now aven capabla of
diagramming -ha n«=twor}<:s.
i. PERT and CPM allow management to check th=
effectiveness and efficiency of alternative w?.ys
of executing projects-
^ • Stages of Analysis
The use of PERT cr CPM involves three major ;rtbg9s:
fcrmulaticn, planning, and monitoring and control- Each
st.age includes a numher of steps wnich are presented below.
Fcriulation
a. Analyze the project and break it down into
specific activities and events.
b. Determine the ssguenca of ac-ivities and
events.
c. Construct a diagram (network) of the project.
d. Estimate time durations (also cos-, in CP.r; of
all act ivi-^. ies .
Planning
a. Compute the earliest and tha latest dates,
b. Find the slack in events; identify critical
events.
c. Find the slack in activities and identify
critical activities.




a. Monitor critical activities; compare progress
to plan.
b. Identify deviations from the plan,
c. Replan if necessary.
d. Transfer resources to lagging activities.
Identification of critical events and ac-ivities
enables nianagement to exercise better control of the prcjec":
by using a manageraen t-by-exceprion philosophy. In addition
to transferring resources to critical activiiies, management







Relaxing the technical specifications or the
required quality.
Changing the scope of the project by reducing -he
desired goals and, consequently, the amount of '
work.
Changing the sequencing of activities.
Pouring additional resources into the project.
Expediting activities by various incentives.
Starting activities while preceding ones are still
being completed.
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Tha Cost Accounting Standards Board was establish'^d in
1970 und<=r authority of amGndmen-s ro the Defansa Prcductioi
Act and remainad in cperation until funding was terainata^.
in October of 1980. Tha Comp-rcllar Ganaral of tha United
States -ervad as Chairman of tha Board and appcintad four
additional members. Membars appointed to the Board included
two from tha accounting profession (one of whom was particu-
larly kncwledgeable about tha cost accounting prctlc-ms of
small business), on a representing industry, and one from a
department or agency of the Fadaral Governmant appointed
with tha consent of the head of tha department or agency
concerned. Nineteen standards were approved and promulgated
by the Board.
B. BEQOIEEMENT TO COMPLY
The standards are applicable to contractors within th
following criteria:
1. The contract is a negotiated contract;
competitively awarded contracts are not
c ve r e d
.
2. Contracts less than $500,000, contracts for
.
products with an established market price and
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n -. - ^ a r»contracts for products
by law are not covered,
3. :)Iegotiated contracts awarded to a small business
firm or a firm in a labor surplus ar^a are not
covered.
4. 1\ waiver may be granted to a sole source
contractor who refuses to submit a Disclosure
iJtatement (Form CAS3-DS-1).
5. i: f a contractor's total negotiated government
c:cntract business is leos than SIO million
c.nnually or less than 10^ of total corporate
£-ales, the contractor is eligible for modified
c:cverage where only CAS 40 1 and 402 must be
c:omplied with.
C, SINOPSIS OF EFFECTIVE COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
401--C:.r.si£ tency in Estimating, Accumulating, and Repor-ing
Costs
Furpcs-:.: To insure that each contractor's practices used
in estimating costs for a proposal are consistent with cost
accounting practices used by him in accumulating and
reporting actual costs.
Effective Date: 1 July 1972
402--Consistency in Allocating Costs Incurred for the same
Purpc se
Purpose: To require that each type of cost is allocated




Sff3ctiv€ Date: 1 July 1972
403--Allocation of Heme Office Expenses -co Segments
Purpose: To estailish criteria for allocaticn of the
expenses of a heme office to the segments of the organiza-
tion en the basis of the beneficial or causal relationship
between the expenses and the receiving segments.
Effectiva D^te: 1 July 1973, Contractor's FY after 30
September 1973
U04--Capitalizat ion of Tangible Assets
Purpose: Pequires that, for purposes of cost measurement,
contractors establish and adhere to policies with respect tc
capitalization of tangible assets which satisfy criteria set
forth herein.
Effective Date: 1 July 1973, Contractor's FY en or after 1
October 1S7 3
405-- flccc'intincr for Unallowable Costs
Purpose: To facilitate the negotiation, audit, administra-
tion, and settieicent of contracts by establishing guidelines
covering
(1) idantif icat ion of costs specifically described as unal-
lowable at the time such costs first became defined or
authoritatively designated as unallowable and
(2) the cost accounting treatment tc be accorded such iden-
tified unallowable costs.




Purpose: Ic provide cri"3ria for the selection of zh^ time
periods to be used as cost accoanting periods for contract
cost estimating, accuniula~ing, aad reporting.
Effective Dara: 1 July 1974, Con-ractcr's next FY begin-
ning after receipt of a contriict to which this CAS is
applicabl€.
407--Use of Standard Costs for Direct. Material and Direct
Labor
Purpose: To provide criteria under which standard costs
may be used for estimating, accumulating, ani reporting
costs of direct material and direct labor; and to prcvif:-
criteria relating to the es tdblij;hment of s-^andards, accumu-
lation of standard ccsts, and accumulation and disposition
of variances from standard ccsts ,
Effective Date: 1 October 197U , Contractor's next FY after
rsc^ipt of a contract to which t;ii3 CAS is applicablr.
403-- Accounting for Costs of Compensated Personnel Absence
Purpose: Tc improve and provide uniformity in the measure-
ment cf costs of vacation, sick leave, holiday, and ether
compensated personal absence for cost accounting period.
Effective Date: 1 July 1 9''5, Contractor's n-xt FY begin-




409--C3pr«ciat ion of Tar.aibi^ Assets
Purpose: To provide criteria and guidance for assigning
costs of tangible capital assets to cost, acccan-ing periods
and for allccaring such costs to cost objectives within such
periods.
Effective Date: 1 July 1975, Contractor's next FY after
the receipt cf a contract to which zhti CAS is applicable.
410--ailocation of Business Unit G S A Expense to Cost
Objectives
Purpose: To provide criteria for the allccation cf a group
of business unit expenses commonly identified as G 8 A
expense based on their beneficial or causal relationship to
business unit final cost objectives.
Effective Date: 1 October 1976
41 1--Acccunting for Acquisition Cost of Material
Purpose: To provide criteria for tho acccunting for acqui-
sition ccsts of material, incliding p.-:;visicns on the use of
inventory costing methods.
Effective Date: 1 January 1976
412--Compcsition and Measurement of Pension Costs
Purpose: To provide for determining and measuring
ccmpcnents cf pension cost.




U13-- Ad justment. and Allocation of Pansion Cost
Purpose: To provide quidancs for adjusting pensLcn 3cst by
assigning actuarial gains and losses tc cost accDunting
periods. The standard also provides the bases en which
pension cost shall be allocated to ssgaients of an organiza-
tion.
Effective Date: 10 March 1978
U14--Ccst of Money as an Element of ~h= Cost of Fac:Lli-ies
Capital
Purpose: To establish criteria for th=c- me'd^urerarn* and
allocation of zh'-, cos- of capi-al conimi-.-3a t.o f aciii-:.i'=s as
an element cf contract cost.
Effective Date: 1 Cctober 1976
U15-- Accounting for the Cost cf Deferred Ccirp'snsi- ion
Purpose: To provide criteria for th? !iii-asurem<--nt cf the
cosz cf deferred ccmpensat ion and ths assig^.msnt oi; such
cost tc cost accounting periods.
Effective Date: 10 July 1977
416-- Accounting for Insurance Coirto
Purpose: To provide criteria for tha aeasur.^m ^nt cf insu-
rance costs, the assignment of such costs to cost accounting
periods, and their allocation to cost objectives.
Effective Date: 10 July 1976
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m7--Ccst of Money as an Elaraent of the Cost, cf Larital
Assets Under Construction
Purpose: To establish criteria for the iceasur'rraen'^ of th€-
cost cf mcney attributable to capital assets under construc-
tion, fafcrication or development as an element of "rha ccst
cf these assets.
Effective Date: 15 December 1930
U18-- Allocation of Direct and Indirect Costs
Purpose: To (a) provide for consistent determination of
direct and indirect costs, (b) provide criteria for th^
accumulation of indirect costs, including service center cind
overhead costs, in indirect cost pools, and (c) provide
guidance relating to the selection of allocation bases ba sfed
on the beneficial or causal relationship between an indirec-
cost pool and cost objectives.
Effective Date: 20 September 1980
420-- Acccun-*: ing for Independent Research and D^velop^^ent
Costs and Bid and Proposal Costs
Purpose: To provide criteria for the accumulation of inde-
pendent research and development costs and bid and proposal
cos- s and for the allocation of such costs to ccst objec-
tives based on the beneficial or causal relationship between
such costs and cost objectives.
Effective Date: 15 March 1980
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CEHTIFIED PROFESSIONAL CONTRACTS MANAGER (CPCM)
Tes- Qussticns
A. DISCUSSION
To date (Mar 19 83) there hav9 bsen fourTe^n CPCM examina-
tions conducted by the National Ccnrract Management
Association (NCMA) . The examination divides as follows for
the ques-^ions included below:
''
• General Exam (morn ing)
Eequirad questions two out of three mast be answered.




2« il^a of Specialization (afternoon)
There are five categories to select from:
legal






Each cat€gory normally has from 4-8 questions. Five qu rs-
tions must bs answered within these cons-raints:
Any three questions from one category.
Cne selection each from any two other categories.
3 • LSI 12 Quest i en Numbering






(Contracting) and LM (Logistics Management).
Exam No. The number I through XIV is the exam where the
question last appeared (Exam XIV was given in Ncvejifcer
1982) .
Frequency The number in parentheses is the number of times
the question has appeared on previous exams (in the form




GEN-XIV-(l) The objective of a good procur rinsnt oraaniza-
tion is to obtain what the agency needs to carry out its
aiissicn^ on time, and at a reasonable price. Discuss the
role of laarke' analysis and research in achieving this
objective bcth from the standpoint of product or service
quality and prica.
GEN-XIV- (5) Discuss 3-hiccl behavior in procurement.
Include the potential for abusB by suppliers, requirements
personn'il^ design engineers, buyers, contract negotiators
and administrii tors, inspectors, and -hos? who r=c=ive,
store, stock, and issue materials to users. what guidis,
law cr s-andards for ethical behavior are availatls for
purchasing in -.ha private and public sactor?
GEN-XIV-(3) Industry and government are to a great extent
crganiz=;d along functional lines. In order to concentrate
manacj^^mer: t attention en specific products or tasks to assure
successful completion of a complex project which may fail in
a routine treai:m=nt, organizations have infused the project
manac?€;a~r; t conc:ept. Briefly describe the project management
concept in a traditional functional organization, hew it
interfacss with the functional elements, its potential, ana
the possible problems it can create for the contract
manager.
GEN-Xiy-(i) Describe organizational conflict of interest
and the competing interests involved in the Government's
effort to obtain maximum benefit from competition.
GEN-XIV-(I) Discuss the essentials and benefits of
advance procurement planning— both from the standpoint of
the total procurement orograra of a procuring activity and
from the standpoint of individual procurements.
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GEN-XIV-(6) Discuss what can be done to enhance the role,
professional status^, career interest, and rewards of the
purchasing officer in industry or the contracting officer in
Government in terms of training, education and develcpmenxal
experiences.
GEN-XIV-(II) In addition to requiring coniractors -o raee-:
i-s prccureaient ob jecti vfrs, the Federal Government often
includes in its contracts social and/or economic ob-iectives.
Such objectives '.a ay be only indirectly related tc the
procurement objective. Identify five such social and/or
economic policies 3nd dis;cuss each in terms of effective-
ness, propriety and cost.
GEN-XIII-(9) Identify c.nd briefly describe the various
functions one would expecrt to find under the umbrella of
materials management in ti^e industrial environment.
GEN-XI--(4) What ire the objectives of -he materials
management concept?
GEN-XIII-(5) Discoss th^; role of the contracting officer
in Federal procurement, c:iting recent studies and rsccmmen-
daticns ccncerning his role, competency and effectiveness-
Explain his relationship to other management functions in
government =nd his relationship to program managers.
GEN-XIII-(2)-— Ycu ari responsible for establishing perfor-
mance measurement criteria for evaluating a purchasing
department. Select e:.ther a commercial firm cr a Government
organization and briefly describe three of the most impor-
tant performance measurement criteria.
GEN-XII-(I) There has been an impression conveyed tc the
public that there is a polarization between business and
government, and that public policy adversely affects
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business. It would app-sar there L3 a solid coh<=siv?r busi-
ness tlcck with commcr. inre rests defending itself agair.s- a
government which is inimical -o i-cs interest. Pres=ri:': facts
or recent events which would suppc^rt or oppose the above
iapression and your views as to wh?,:ther there is a need for
gcvernnient ccncern in the behavior C'r conduct of business.
GEN-XII-(IO) Our industrial crodu.ctivity in recent years
has net measured up to the progre:Ss experienced by ether
developed nations, seme of vhicr. we assisted after World War
II. This has reduced our coff^pe^i tive sta-us in ir.-er na-
tional -rade. What do you perceive -c be the underlyi:ig
causes for cur reduced productivity?
GEN-XI--(3) Recently a congressional review of cur
defense industrial base revealed an unhealthy siznazLzr. oz
declining productivity growth, aging facilities and
machinery, shortages in criterial materials, prolonged lead
times, and skilled labor shortages. What, do you perceive
the government can dc to correo-t this condition and improve
industrial responsiveness?
GEN-XII-(6) —-^-Identify and briefly discuss the primary
differences between co^raerciil contracts and Government
contracts.
GEN-XII-(O) It appears that in the U. S. inflation will
persist for the forseeable future. Doing business in an
inflationary economy raises numerous problems. Discuss





(0) The Small Business Administration has defined
social disadvantage with respect to its Section 8 (a)
program. What elements must one demonstrate to establish a
convincing case of social disadvantage?
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6EN-XI--(1) An Agreement on Governasnt Procurement was
signed in the spring cf 1979 as a par- of the ault i-lateral
trade negotiation and was approved by Congress under Public
Law 96-39. It forsees a basis for mut'ial .eduction of
international trade barriers in governinent procurement.
Executive Order 12260 was issued to iaplement the agreement
which in effect prohibits discrimination against foreign
suppliers of countries party "o the agr^^aif-nt in the govern-
ment procurement process. The Departiant of Defense issued
a new Part 16 to the Defense Acquisi -ior. Segulaticn to pu-
the executive order into effect, Discui^s tie impact of
these actions on the Buy American /ictr Small Business
Programs, war materials, cons true-:: ion, R 5 3, services.
Labor Surplus Area set asides, and balance of payments.
GEN-XI-- (0) There is often a sentiment expressed that
government should be run like a business with SDund business
management practices. Discuss the prcbie'^;^ govarnment would
encounter in such management practices with respect tc its




LEG-XIV-(5) What is the purpose of the requireuie-n in the
Contract Disputes Act tha-c the contractor certify his cla:Lin?
What is the role of certification in taras of (a) actions to
be taken by the contracting officer, (b) the ccn-:racto::*s
right, if any, to collect interest, and (c) the contructo]:'
s
right to appeal to the Board of Contract Appeals or the
United States Court of Claims.
LEG-XIV-(O) As of October 1, 1982, two new courts ^orm-:d,
entitled the United States Court of Appeals for th-=: Fede::al
Circuit and the United States Claims Court. Describe the
ma!<9 up ar.d func-icn cf these courts in relation *o (a) r.he
United Stat=s Court of Claims as it existed before October
1, 1S82, and (b) the contractor or bidder's rigats to nue
for injunctive relief against the Go ver nttient.
LEG-XIV-(5) What are the Gcvernment's rights and rei-nedi.es
in the Inspection Clause which appears in the General
Provisions (SF32) of a Government contract?
LEG-XIV-(7) A contractor had submitted 5 vouch'=-rs
amounting to $50,000 in total for materials ^r.d srrvicies
rendered under a fixed rate contract plus materials at cc£-.t.
The Government paid one of the vouchers in the T'.mount of
110,000 and upon receipt of information of irregularities
from an inspector the contracting officer reguested an audit
and withheld payment on the other U vouchers. The auditor
found that the contractor's books of accounts were not prop-
erly maintained and with great difficulty reconstructed the
costs for materials and services to be 535,000 instead of
$50,000. Thereupon the contracting officer terminated the
contract and refused to pay any amount on the basis that the
claims are forfeited due to fraudulent billings. The
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auditcr's report indicated clearly that th^ billings wer?
the result of gross negligence and in^^ptness in mainrain ing
proper records. The contrac-or sued for breach of con'-ract
and the Government count er claimed fraud and sought p^^nalties
for viclaticns of the False Claims Act. Discuss the rela-
tive merits of the parties* claims and counterclaims and
your adjudication of the matter.
LEG-XIII- (8) Cite and discuss -he significan- differences
regarding the law of agency as it applies to officials of
The Federal Government and representatives of priva-^.e firms,
LEG-XIII- (0) In a firm fix<^d price contract calling for
supplies to be delivered in accordance with a sp=cified
schedule, the contractor is late. As the contracting
officer, what are your considerations in determining a
proper course of action for the government?
LEG-XIII- (7) Identify the contractual adjustmen-^s which
may arise under F. L. 85-804 (extraordinary relief). Why dc
we have this authority?
LEG-XIII- (1) A bidder hand carried his bid to an agency
and did net comply with instructions in the IFB to address
the bid to the designated room for bid opening and identify
on the envelope that it contains a bid with the IFB number.
The bidder asked the guard for the location of the bidders
room. The guard directed the bidder to the materials
receiving office where the bidder left his bid with the
receptionist. The receptionist took the bid and gave the
bidder a receipt for hand carried documents. The bid was
delivered after bid opening to the designated buyer.
Discuss the responsibilities of the bidder in the delivery






12)--Stdt8 concisely the principal rights and
cbligaticns of parties as sstablishad by the Changed Cl:iU£-='.
LEG-XII- |U) List, and 9xplain th3 significant oiatt^rs to
yhich th« decision maker should direct his attention when ha
is consicering taking dsfaalt action.
LSG-XII-(5) What changes wera brought about by the
Contract Cisputas Act of 1978? Contrast th = s-r procedures
with com mere i!il arbitration.
L£G-XI--(0) A fix?d pric? contract was terrainatad for
default cr "^ he basis that p<^rformanc= ciaarly indicat'^d an
inability to ae^t a contractual d-^livery ochedule. The
agency r ^so licit ed ths requirement. Before the closing dat-^.
for r^ciipt of profcsals the ag=?ncy d<^ ter mir. 'id 'hat the
cause fcr the default had been correc*-.6d and delivery
expected under a new procurement wouli be lat ;r than -.he
delivery expected from the d-faulted contractor. Discuss
whether the agency can cancel the solicitation of th^ repro-
cureiD€rt and reinstate the defaulted cont^-act.
LSG-XI--(2) Prior to receipt of a final payuien*: of an
invoice und-r a fixed price contract tne contractor s-^nt a
letter asserting a claini for a constructive change. The
claim was net processed but the final payment was subse-
quently processed, and the contractor accepted the check.
Then tne contractor subniitted another claiai based en a
constructive change. What are the rights cf the cen*:ractor
in pursuing both claics?
LEG-XI--(7) A contractor when submitting a proposal
failed tc present true data under the "Truth in
Negotiaticns" Act (P. L. 37-653) and tne con-.ract was nego-
tiated on ths basis cf incorrect data. At a later audit it
was determined there was an overpricing of 30t, and the
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contractcr by -^.hat -time sabmitt.3d 5 invoices for paya^nt of
partial deliveries. The last invoice for the final delivery
was net paid to offset in part -he overpricing. This sat-er
was ultimately rsferrei to the U. S. Attorney after rhe
conrractcr refused to reimburse the government:. The U. S.
Attorney brought suit under the False Claims Act. Discuss
the merits of rhe ac-ion by the U. 3. At-^orney and the
possible penalties the contractor may suffer from such
acrion.
L3G-XI--(1) Discuss the righ'S of unsuccessful low offe-
rors to gain access to proposal evaluat.ions and details of
awardee's proposals under the Freedom of Information Act.
LEG-XI--(O) A contractor presented a claim for a change.
There was a protracted negotiation en -he change, Af-^ci a
settlement had been negotiated the government delayed in
processing a modification and by the time the contractor
could submit an invoice for payment saven months had passed
since settlement and another raonrh was consumed to effect
the payment. The contractor claims interest from the date
of the change. Discuss the ex-ent, if any, of the contrac-
tor's entitlement to interest.
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D. FINANCE, ECONOMICS AND ACCOONTING QUESTIONS
FEA-XIV- (7) Prices structured by industry include a
profit factor. Discuss the underlying ccnsidsra-icns in
detsrnining a fair and reasonable profi-c.
FEA-XIV- (5) Overhead accounting deals with the measure-
m'^-nt and allocation of costs not directly associated with
the prodact. Describe various techniques for overhead cost
control and indicate why these techniques tend to differ
froEi tecmigues for control of direct material, direct labor
and cthe: direct costs,
FHA-XIV- ( 1) X Company developed a new product which cost
33 aiillicn in R S D, I* has a capacity to produce
12,O0C,030 units during the year. Its marketing department
assures nanagement that the item is hot, the public will
jump at it, and it can be expected the entire production
capacity will sell. The company has a fixed manufacturing
overhead of $6,0C0,0C0 per year and $3,000,000 fixed general
and admi::istrat i ve expenses. It is estimated semi- varia tl 2
costo in manufacturing overhead will be 50% of direct later
costs an 3 the semi- variable costs in G Fr A will be 10''? of
tcital manufacturing costs. It would like to recoup the R 5
D costs during the first year. It estimates the average
cost cf direct labor would be $1 per unit and $2 per unit
for material. The company's objective is tc make a profit
of ^7,200,000 on the product for the year. At what unit
price must it sell each unit to attain the objective?
FEA-XIII-(I) Define direct and indirect cost and explain
why and hew the two types of cost are treated differently in
a contractor's accounting system.
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?EA-XIII-{1) Included in th^ indirect ccst acccar.ts is ar.
itsm of rental payments. This contractor leased ar an-ire
facility fcr 20 years. The terms of the lease provided for
50% of the t.oral rent to be paid during the first 5 years
and the regaining 50^ over the residual 15 years. In deter-
mining reasonable and allocable costs, considering cost
accounting standard 404 and cost principles covering rental
costs, tc what extent would you allow rental payments?
FEA-XIII-(I) Explain how the concept of a "fair and
reasonable" price is validated for a formally advertised as
opposed to a negotiated Government contract.
FEA-XIIT- (U) —-- As a negotiator fcr a commercial firm, how
would ycur negotiation strategy differ if your firm is
economically part of (a) an oligopoly, (b) an effective
iBonopcly, or (c) a large competitive market?
FEA-XIII-(6) —-An analysis of the current financial position
is required tc deteririne the financial capability of a firm.
Indicate hew you would determine the ability of a firm to
m9et its financial oEligations. Use both guantitative and
gualitative analysis,
FEA-XII-{6) Under what conditions can a firm charge
different prices for the same product to the same type of
customer?
FEA-XII- (2) -— - In cost analysis, one of the cost entries to
be analyzed and evaluated is depreciation. Th^ two methods
in common use for figuring depreciation are the "straight-
line method", and the "s ua-of-the-year ' s digits method".
How do the methods differ? Which yields the higher net
present value? As the buyer, would it make any difference
to you which method the vendor used?
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FEA-XII-(Q) -The Ccr.gr^ss of the Unired States appropri-
ates monies for procuremtnt purposes annually. The monies
are designated as "ens- year", "multi-year" and "no-year".
Discuss the significance of this in Federal procurement
programming, contracting, and contract administration.
FEA-XII-(3) Differentiate Detween price analysis and cost
analysis as used in evaluation of proposals in government
procurement. What general considerations govern the selec-
tion of the appropriate analytical approach?
FEA-XI--(1) Procurement is one of the ways the govern-
ment's fiscal policy 'iffect.-; the economy. Discuss how
effective is procurement as compared to other methods of
government spending.
FEA-XI-- (0) Seme crganiz at.-.ons establish objectives and
budget for a period projectincf requirements and the cost of
materials used in producing a product. They then ccmparr
actual costs with the budgeted costs. Performance is
measured ty means of variance accounts. What does a vari-
ance account show and what sliortcoming s can you perceive in




CON-XIV- (7) What defines a "ccjapetiti ve ranga"? what
factors should be considered in sxcludi.ng an off-^ror from
the "competitive range"?
CON-XIV- (3) Distinguish the "functional" specification
from the "performance" spe cificatio.: . Discuss the feasi-
bility of using bcth types of spec:if ications in en'-
contract.
CON-XIV- (7) Explain the Cost-?.lu3-;i.ward-Fee ccn-ract.
Specify its essential provisions and explain how it differs
from th^ Cost-Plus-Incen-iv e-Fee contrac- and the principal
advantages and disadvantages for the manager.
CON-XIV- (0) Under what conditions would Government
Property form a basis for altering the price agreement
daring performance of a Governmant contrsct?
CON-XIII-(U) As a negotiator for ?-ith£r th ? Government or
a commercial firm, you are preparing to negotiate with your
counterpart. What elements are important to you in deter-
mining wh^t motivates your "opponent'*?
C0N-XIII-(7) Compare the f irm-Fixad-Pr ic9 and
Cost-Elus-Fixed-Fee contracts. Explain specific major
differences and similarities and why you think they are
important
.
C0N-XIII-(7) Describe a contractor's responsibility for
governmert owned property and the conditions under which
there is relief of liability for such property.
CON-XIII-(I) Identify several important aspects the
Government contracting office should consider in reviewing a




CON-XII-(O) Discuss the decision zo cr^rste a second
source. What are the principal considsr^it ions? If the
object being procured is technically compleXf second source
creation can be difficult. Why?
CON-XII-(O) The Federal Government views inspection,
acceptance and warranties cf products and services diffe-
rently than the private sector— and the claufses in a
Government contract reflect thsse differences:. Id--?r.tify the
major differences and discuss the rationale fcr th£im.
CON-XII- (2) List the key decisions prccirem an*; managers
make during their planning and preparation *rffort:=; fcr new
conrrac-ual undertakings.
CON-XII- (0) One of the functions carried out as; part of
procurement and contract, management is review anc approval
cf contract ac-^.ions. Identify thrae -ypes ci actions
subject to review. Discuss the objectives of the leview and
the guestions perzinent to each type of ac-ion yc u identi-
fied.
C0N-XII-(2) As a Government negotiator, hew would your
negotiation strategy differ when dealing with a contractor
in the following situations?






(0) Some contractors possess facilities under
facilities contracts for use on specific government
con-rac-s. Discuss the ramifications on the intended use of
those facilities for awards under consideration under an IF3
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and negotiation resulting from a RFP issued by an unr9i?.t=:d
agency.
CON-XI-- (0) You are a contracting officsr who awarded a
trucking contract and a short time larer yoa obsarvs m item
in the newspaper that the contractor was con7ic->a'I cf a
corruption of a government employee in attempting to influ-
ence, obstruct and impede the due administration cf jas-ice.
Do ycu consider that it is incumbent for you to taka tae
necessary action to terminate your con~rac-? Give ths basis
for ycur decision.
C0N-XI--(7) In a competitive negotiated procurement oti a
fixed price basis there was a protest on the awird of a
contract tc the successful offeror en the basis th-:t a
proticn of ths proposal was non responsive. Discuss tne
propriety of such pretest and the basis for your disposition





(1) Recently new regulations were issued as p---:t
cf th€ Federal Procurement Regulations pertaining to che
acquisition of automatic data processing equipment, ccmmec-
cially available software, maintenance services and supplies
by government agencies and contractors. To what exteTit is
an agency contracting officer free to acquire these ita-ns?
Discuss the policies, procedures and selection criteria a
contracting officer is required to follow in fulfilling a
procurement request for those items.
CON-XI (1) What are the detrimental effects, in the
procurement or acquisition process, of a specification or





FRO-XIV- (0) A numfcsr of Japanese firms have gone to ar.
inventory system termed "just in time", (incoming materials
arrive at the plant-just in --ime to be installed and used in
the production line) . What changes would be required in the
firm's procurement and production systems to implement zhis
concept?
PR0-XIV-(8) What are the primary elements of <t firfc's
quality assurance program? Discuss -he purpose and rela-
tionship of these elements to other activities in -h= firm.
FRO-XIV- (3) What is "he fundamental objective of v^lue
analysis in controlling materials? Describe the phases
included in an overall value analysis study.
FRO-XIV- (3) Define five analytical, commonly used ^lethcds
of prcducticn planning, scheduling and control. Briefly
discuss their basic characteristics and advantages/
disadvantages.
FR0-XIII-(8) F:=>.c-:oiy automation, computer aided design/
computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CA'I) and robotics ar b
revolutionizing the production process. Discuss these
changes in technology and their impact on the procurement/
contracting process.
FR0-XIII-(8) Various methods have been developed tc graph-









a) Briefly discuss the basic charac- eris- ics and -h^ use
cf each cf -^he above methods.
b) What advantage does PEET or CPM offer over the ether
methods?
ERO-XIII- (1 1) --Discuss the factors which are considered in a
Make cr Buy decision by an industrial organization and a
Government agency. Consider the similarities and differ-
ences.
PRO-XIII-(O) Compare quality assurance and inspsction/
acceptance testing.
rR0-XII-(5) Discuss the use of inventories in a manufac-
turing environment. Address your answer to the types and
functional purposes of inventories.
PRO-XII- (2) Discuss the significance of "lead, time" in
production and inventory planning and control. What are the
components cf lead time? To what extent can lead time be
managed?
PR0-XI--(5) Describe and illustrate the following:
a) acceptance sampling by attributes.
t) Acceptance sampling by variables
PRO-XI--(U) Discuss the placement of Product.icn Control
in an organization having manufacturing and mat=rials
departments. Under which circumstances would it be most
beneficial to have Production Control under either of the
respective functions?
PE0-XI--(3) The first unit requires 100 hours cf labor
and $1,000 cf materials. There is an 80% learning curve on
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labor and 90^ learning curve on materials. What would be
t]ie direct costs of 6 unirs if labor is S10 per hour?
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G. LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT QUESTIONS
LM--XIV-(7) Describe and illustrate Tihe application cf an
operations research/syst'Sms analysis ma-hod (i. e, queuing
theory, inventory theory, linear programming, Mon-s Carlo,
search theory, etc.) to the solution of a procurement
iranag^fflsnt cr systems acquisition problem.
LM--XIV-<2) This company has thr8=5 plants which produces
the ^gu:.pment at t,he same cost-s. It has orders for th'?
identic.-il equipment from X, Y, and Z, FOB destination. It
is up to distribution management to decide -he lowest
routing paf^ern cost to fill these orders since tiransporta-
tion ccsts depend on the shipping point-des-inat ion
combination and only one unit can be shipped from each
plant. The shipping costs from each plant -o nhe thre-
cusToiDers are as follows:
Cust orners Plant
X $200 $300 145
Y 250 400 32
2 500 350 220
From iihich plants would you ship -he thrse units to X, Y and
Z to at-ain the lowest pattern cost?
LM--XIV-(3) What is product support or provisioning, and
what are some of the basic issues that must be resolved in
determining how to support a piece of equipment?
LM--XIV- (8) Explain and illustrate how the marketing
function differs in marketing to government and in marketing
to industrial customers. What are the similarities if any?
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LM--XIII-(I) Discuss tne EcoRcaic Ori^r Quar.-i-y ;ZCOr
model as a tschniqu'a of inventory management. Mha-: is the
general foriaulaticn of the model (what elements are
included) and how is th= formula employed to reduce ccs-s?
LM--XIII-(I) Briefly describe five functions performed by
the traffic/transportation manager in a manufacruring firm.
L'A— XIII- (9) Many manafacturers follow a policy of market
segmentation as one aspect of marketing strategy.
a) Explain the i^aplementa ticn of such a policy.
b) What social and economic factors prcvi-ie the environ-
ment for market seq Tisntatio n?
c) What limitations do you see in this strategy?
IM--XIII-(4) What roLe should market research (by the
purchasing activity suci as the Federal Supply Servics) play
in determining the government' s requirements, the type of
contract to us a, and low best to serve the custom sr agen-
cies' needs?
LM--XII-(O) Logistics management employs the term
"customer service leveJ.". What are the main elements?
Indicate the iniportant characteristics of each. Give exam-
ples cf standards of service. Is the concept of custoooer
service lev^l equally applicable in business sector Icgis-
tics and public sector logistics?
LM--XII- (2) What factors would you consider in deter-
mining whether to establish an in-hcuse depot capability to
maintain, repair or rehabilitate equipment as opposed to
contractor services at the government facility or send the
equipment tc a contractor facility?
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IM— XI-- (2) The details cf logistics in a business varies
with ths type cf business ancl how management perceives its
scope and decisions included therein. However, there are
functions which are common in all types of manuf ac- uring to
some degree. These are custom€:r services, inventories,
crder processing and iiifonaation systems, and transporta-
tion. Describe these functions and how they achieve an
objective of management in successfully acquiring and main-
taining a customer base in the maricat; and a profitable
return on investment.
LM--XI--(O) As a logistics manager you should be
concerned with the cos~ of aoods from the -ime prcduc-ion
finishes it to point of sale to the ultimat=^ consumer and
frequently beyond that to a Limited degree where warranties
apply. Identify the variou'?; costs involved in this process
with a brief explanation of the contents of such costs.
LM-- XI-- (1)— - W hy is it advantageous to have a storage
system and what are its two i;iiportant functions?
LH— XI
—
(8) T\e Huggy Bear Co. plans to produce 50,000
huggy bears and sell them for S5 eich. If the company has a
$50,0C0 fix^d cost for sucn p.joduction run, and if variable
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